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Preamble 

Complementing an earlier account of how the world’s economies might be justly 

optimized, “Learning From Adam Smith – Help at Hand Today”, this essay 

outlines how, despite Adam Smith’s highly illuminating critique of Europe’s 

national mercantile political economy of the 18th century, that aggressively 

expanding system adopted by the West, has been maintained through to current 

times. And this because instead of recognizing its gross injustices and 

substituting a fair trade system based on mutually-agreed values for goods and 

services exchanged (such promoting universal satisfaction and a peaceful world) 

its feudal-derived land-holding, monopolies and other scams have been made to 

persist. For, its beneficiaries continued advocating it as ‘in the National interest’, 

‘best for the economy’, etc., pleas swaying the governments they influenced. 

Accordingly, aggressive trading and expanding colonization continued on and 

on, even through and beyond the catastrophic self-defeating world wars, WWI 

and WWII. Hence, the current system’s outcomes have become altogether 

disastrous: unstable depression-prone economies, corrupted politics, gross 

inequalities, military obsessions, repeated wars and, as emphasized in Pope 

Francis, Bishop of Rome’s Encyclical “Laudato Si: On Care of Our Common 

Home”, the natural environment (on which all economies depend) in total 

jeopardy from the destructive effects of its long-term ever-expanding economic 

excesses. And this when all every-day citizens want is a ‘fair go’, an honest living 

for themselves and families everywhere across the world. (AS_WN, IV.7.166 ; FBR ; 

IB4 ; IB8 )  

Background  

   Taking care of the world of Nature, along with the peoples of the world, are 

linked issues since like all species, homo sapiens had to transform genetically to 

survive as it evolved over millions of years. Also remarkable is that finally our 

species attained unique manipulative and cerebral capabilities (memory, 

reasoning, language, organization, etc.) and it appears certain that during our 

evolution from hunter-gatherer to settled agriculture, such genetically-

http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html
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underwritten survival had depended critically on mutual care and cooperation. 

Hence, conventional markers like survivability, adaptability, inventiveness and 

population, appeared to rate us as ‘highly successful’. And yet the long term 

effects of these qualities have been mixed and highly contradictory. For although 

settled agriculture with crops, animals, and the manufacture of tools and hunting 

weapons seemed a ‘giant leap forward’, they were in fact two-edged, its 

production surpluses allowing human culturally-determined choices (cultural 

evolution) to shape our destiny. For example although, as with other species, 

survivability determined that population numbers were limited to a territory’s 

productive capacity, human choice could over-ride that. And so it happened that 

humans soon came to ‘a fork in the road’, and despite our species’ vastly 

increased mental capacity, its leaders chose not to control group population levels 

to production and territorial limits, such expansion inevitably resulting in wars 

between adjacent societies.(JD ; RW ; IB5) 

   Indeed, making things worse, many leaders gambled their people’s lives and 

wealth on ‘succeeding’ in conflicts which over time grew ever wider and more 

destructive, some leading to empires, – Sumerian, Egyptian, Alexandrian, 

Roman, etc., - before ultimately they in turn fell. For, set on power, glory and 

immortality, leaders’ corrupt motives led to gross exploitation of people and 

environments stripped of resources (e.g., water, soils, forests) sufficient to induce 

decay, especially as the bottom line was force, its final phases marked by noxious 

temporal and pseudo-religious (rulers as gods) corruptions.  

   Then, following the fall of the Roman Empire, despite Europe’s asserted 

Christianity, incongruously that claim had no effect on the ways its territories 

were forcefully divided by war and war-like means. Indeed, when Europe’s 

business world began to transform from its 15th century feudal past, it added 

other forceful measures: one, the ultra-rapid growth of city and town populations, 

land-owners having ‘cleared’ their people off the land in favour of sheep for the 

lucrative wool trade, (such desperate-for-work folk then greatly facilitating 

Europe’s industrialization); another, its maritime powers’ ocean voyages, 

opening trading and other options, many involving plunder, exploitation and 

repeated wars.(see below) Indeed, these changes inspired Adam Smith to plead 

that Europe’s powers follow another course, one leading to a radically different 

kind of economy which, assisted by industrialization, could readily supply 

everyone’s needs in a just, mutually-satisfying manner, such making wars a thing 

of the past. For Smith aimed to get right away from Europe’s long-favoured 

business system: the feudal-derived mercantile political economy which hinged 

on totally unjust land ownership and the grossly unfair distribution of productive 

wealth which owner-producers expected and gained with their government’s 

backing, - as still today.    

   To illustrate Smith’s understanding of the origins of land grabbing and its 

‘ownership’, we see, “.... in the age of shepherds, in the second period of society, 
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that the inequality of fortune first begins to take place, and introduces among 

men a degree of authority and subordination which could not possibly exist 

before. ...... The rich, in particular, are necessarily interested to support that 

order of things which can alone secure them in the possession of their own 

advantages. .... They constitute a sort of little nobility, who feel themselves 

interested to defend the property and to support the authority of their own little 

sovereign in order that he may be able to defend their property and to support 

their authority. Civil government, so far as it is instituted for the security of 

property, is in reality instituted for the defence of the rich against the poor, or of 

those who have some property against those who have none at all.” (AS_WN, 

V.1.55 ; AS_WN, III.2.6 ; IB4, 4-7 ; JD ; RW; DD1)  

  Complementing that, Smith stressed the requirement for justice in the 

distribution of productive wealth from fossil fuel-driven industrialization, and 

hence the need to take full account of those who fashioned it ‘on the shop floor’ 

thus, “Is this improvement in the circumstances of the lower ranks of the people 

to be regarded as an advantage or as an inconveniency to the society? The 

answer seems at first sight abundantly plain. Servants, labourers and workmen of 

different kinds, make up the far greater part of every great political society. But 

what improves the circumstances of the greater part can never be regarded as an 

inconveniency to the whole. No society can surely be flourishing and happy, of 

which the far greater part of the members are poor and miserable. It is but 

equity, besides, that they who feed, cloath and lodge the whole body of the 

people, should have such a share of the produce of their own labour as to be 

themselves tolerably well fed, cloathed and lodged.” (AS_WN, I.8.35)  

   Nevertheless, those favoring the mercantile system were single-mindedly 

continuing to focus on maximizing industrial outputs to their own exclusive 

advantage. On that Smith warned of the market imbalance and other problems 

from this blindly self-serving approach, “Consumption is the sole end and 

purpose of all production; and the interest of the producer ought to be attended 

to only so far as it may be necessary for promoting that of the consumer. The 

maxim is so perfectly self-evident that it would be absurd to attempt to prove it. 

But in the mercantile system the interest of the consumer is almost constantly 

sacrificed to that of the producer; and it seems to consider production, and not 

consumption, as the ultimate end and object of all industry and commerce.” 
(AS_WN, IV.8.49)  

    Thus, whereas Smith had in mind the fair and ample distribution of the 

essentials of life required by all consumers, those who viewed the industrial 

economy’s most attractive feature as the ability of coal-powered technologies to 

increase production at an increasingly rapid rate, saw it simply as the key to their 

unlimited growth in wealth and military power. Moreover, focusing on full 

production regardless of demand (a way of limiting workers’ wages to bare 

subsistence) would reduce demand; and, given that all of Europe’s exclusive 
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companies shared the same approach, all their national economies ended up with 

weak markets liable to periodic collapse, - a potent factor remaining to this day. 

    However, the mercantile systems’ ‘exclusive companies’ had other ways of 

expanding their wealth and power, a principal one being to avoid price-limiting 

competition via monopoly. As Smith explained, the “exclusive companies of 

manufacturers and merchants” of each European state gained its government’s 

backing of their monopolies, both domestic and international, the latter frequently 

granted as Royal Charters, such as Queen Elizabeth’s to the English East India 

Company and Queen Victoria’s to Cecil Rhodes’ British South African 

Company, such ‘authorizing’ overwhelming dominance over other people, their 

territories and resources, it soon becoming a most effective wealth-creating 

device used by Europe’s maritime powers. However, that colonizing practice 

immediately led to frictions and wars between the European powers themselves 

as they aggressively ‘competed’ for the same foreign territory.(JH)     

  Hence, Smith was very much aware of the combative nature of this mercantile 

system, - of its role in generating one destructive war after another. Accordingly, 

he enquired whether these monopoly-driven ‘exclusive companies of merchants’ 

were in any sense of value to their country, or anyone else. For, the wars they 

engendered gave rise to ever-rising levels of ‘perpetual’ national debt (in Britain 

alone ten times over 7 decades).(AS_WN, V.2.15 ; V.3. 4-10  ; V. 3. 35-45)  Moreover, 

in shrinking the country’s total wealth, they were of no value to anyone other 

than themselves and thus, “...the trade to the East Indies has in every European 

country been subjected to an exclusive company. Monopolies of this kind are 

properly established against the very nation which erects them. The greater part 

of that nation are thereby not only excluded from a trade to which it might be 

convenient for them to turn some part of their stock, but are obliged to buy the 

goods which that trade deals somewhat dearer than if it was open and free to all 

their countrymen. Since the establishment of the English East India company, for 

example, the other inhabitants of England, over and above being excluded from 

the trade, must have paid in the price of the East India goods which they have 

consumed, not only for all the extraordinary profits which the company may have 

made upon those goods in consequence of their monopoly, but for all the 

extraordinary waste which the fraud and abuse, inseparable from the 

management of the affairs of so great a company, must necessarily have 

occasioned. The absurdity of this second kind of monopoly, therefore, is much 

more manifest than that of the first.” (AS_WN, IV.7. Part Third 177) For, as he put it, 

they were, “....nuisances in every respect;..”.(AS_WN, IV.7. Part Third 194) Hence, 

Smith’s reference here to this monopoly’s “fraud and abuse” confirms his view 

of what we may justifiably term their utter corruption of fair trading practices 

   Indeed, following Columbus’s voyage of 1492, this ruthless approach had had 

an early start with the granting of ‘exclusive trading’ rights to Spain and Portugal, 

they being authorized to colonize, seize lands, resources and people (slavery 
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included). As Smith explained, initially, in addition to the stated purpose of 

Christianizing the indigenous folk, its central aim was to enslave native 

Americans to mine the country’s gold and silver for shipment back to Europe. As 

Smith put it, “In consequence of the representations of Columbus, the council of 

Castile determined to take possession of countries of which the inhabitants were 

plainly incapable of defending themselves. The pious purpose of converting them 

to Christianity sanctified the injustice of the project. But the hope of finding 

treasures of gold there was the sole motive which prompted him to undertake it; 

and to give this motive the greater weight, it was proposed by Columbus that the 

half of all the gold and silver that should be found there should belong to the 

crown. This proposal was approved of by the council.”(AS_WN, IV.7.15)  And 

further, “Folly and injustice seem to have been the principles which presided 

over and directed the first project of establishing those colonies; the folly of 

hunting after gold and silver mines, and the injustice of coveting the possession 

of a country whose harmless natives, far from having ever injured the people of 

Europe, had received the first adventurers with every mark of kindness and 

hospitality.”(AS_WN, IV .7.82)   

   Then a little later, when high indigenous slave mortality from ‘unfamiliar’ 

European disease made that system founder, to turn to the unconscionable Trans-

Atlantic Slave Trade (Triangular Trade) importing West African men, women 

and children in their hundreds of thousands (eventually millions) to mine and 

haul the gold and silver to their ships for transport back to Portugal and Spain.  

At the same time, and soon attracting Europe’s other maritime powers (Britain, 

France, Holland, Sweden, Denmark) to take advantage of the same ‘wealth-

creating’ activities, by then including  the production of high-value cash crops 

(sugar, corn, tobacco, potatoes, tomatoes, squash, bananas, etc.- wonderful crops 

unique to the Americas) for carriage back to Europe. Indeed, that ever-so-

lucrative ‘trade’ underpinned Europe’s industrial cum wealth expansion for over 

300 years. The record of this ‘trade’ is well set out in a thoroughly researched and 

illustrated UNESCO educational film; for more, see UNESCO’s "Slave Routes: A 

Global Vision". Ian Buckley, abstract, introduction and resources». (AS_WN, 

IV.7.15, 31, 81, 82, 86, 146 ; UNESCO  ; USI ; BC) 

    At this point, to illustrate the utterly dismal record of the mercantile political 

economy the West has employed over the past 250 years, - in contrast to what 

might have been accomplished had Smith’s wise counsel been heeded, - I quote 

Smith’s unequivocal viewpoint: “The discovery of America, and that of a 

passage to the East Indies by the Cape of Good Hope, are the two greatest and 

most important events recorded in the history of mankind. ....... What benefits or 

what misfortunes to mankind may hereafter result from those great events, no 

human wisdom can foresee. By uniting, in some measure, the most distant parts 

of the world, by enabling them to relieve one another's wants, to increase one 

another's enjoyments, and to encourage one another's industry, their general 

tendency would seem to be beneficial. To the natives however, both of the East 

http://www.anu.edu.au/emeritus/events/event-120815.html
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and West Indies, all the commercial benefits which can have resulted from those 

events have been sunk and lost in the dreadful misfortunes which they have 

occasioned. ..... At the particular time when these discoveries were made, the 

superiority of force happened to be so great on the side of the Europeans that 

they were enabled to commit with impunity every sort of injustice in those remote 

countries. Hereafter, perhaps, the natives of those countries may grow stronger, 

or those of Europe may grow weaker, and the inhabitants of all the different 

quarters of the world may arrive at that equality of courage and force which, by 

inspiring mutual fear, can alone overawe the injustice of independent nations 

into some sort of respect for the rights of one another. But nothing seems more 

likely to establish this equality of force than that mutual communication of 

knowledge and of all sorts of improvements which an extensive commerce from 

all countries to all countries naturally, or rather necessarily, carries along with 

it.” (AS_WN, IV.7.166) 

   However, as we know, that plea was simply ignored, Europe’s national leaders 

persistently aiming to dominate, colonize and exploit other nations across the 

world in aggressive competition with one another, such indefinitely perpetuating 

their warring way of life. And, although following Waterloo, wars within Europe 

reduced in frequency, its maritime powers remained greatly at odds over their 

contested overseas ‘possessions’, by then especially in Asia and Africa. Yet, 

since all these powers claimed to be Christian, their failure to re-think the 

extreme injustice, absurdity and counter-productivity of the mercantile system 

comes across as altogether incongruous. It makes one think that instead of 

wanting to live up to Jesus of Nazareth’s teachings, they succumbed to 

Abraham’s Genesis account of how man was first ‘made in the image of God’, 

then given dominion over the earth and all its living creatures. This I raise 

because so many world leaders appear unable to comprehend the mutually 

disastrous outcomes from an economic system that has continued to mislead the 

world on and on through repeated Depressions, two World Wars (and  many 

others) to this very day.(PK ; JH ; BT1 - 3 ; DD1 ; GD ; MG1- 4 ;  MH ;  BLH ; JFK ; 

GFK1-3 ;  JSa3 ; IB1 - 5 ; IB7 - 8)  

   At all events, by the onset of the 20th Century, British economist John A. 

Hobson was warning that the European powers’ obsession with their vast arms 

accumulations was bringing them ever closer to war, and that “…the reckless 

magnitude of our imperial expansion has made the danger of an armed coalition 

of great powers against us no idle chimera. Similarly, Winston Churchill’s 1901 

Maiden speech to the House of Commons which criticized Members’ glib talk of 

such a war for their failure to understand the devastatingly amplified destructive 

power available from Europe’s burgeoning industries. All too true, for Europe’s 

armaments companies had long been developing more powerfully destructive 

weapons, increasing their rates of production year by year. For commercial 

reasons they also found it ‘convenient’ to trade with one another, Maxim-

Nordenfelt (allied to Britain’s Vickers) selling the Maxim machine gun license to 
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Germany, just as Germany’s Krupp sold its rights for HE projectile shell fuses to 

Britain. At the same time, all such companies were arming potential enemy 

states, as from 1911, Britain’s Vickers Armstrong sold Turkey naval ships and 

weapons to arm the Dardanelles, Britain establishing a Naval Mission there 

headed by its Admiral Limpus.  

   Thus, the mercantile approach to great power rivalry persisted, even to the 

bizarre extent that ‘the coming war’ was claimed to be ‘essential’ to demonstrate 

which power had the ‘right’ to prevail.(JH,138 ; PK ; MG2, 51 ; MH, 63-)  In the 

event, however, the war’s outcomes were so hideously awful, so catastrophically 

destructive, that true Christians (as all sane folk) would have blocked it. Yet, 

instead, their ‘religion’ represented not Jesus but, as each belligerent nation 

proclaimed, their willingly-enlisted ‘God’, - and hence one supporting both sides! 

The end result was over four years of extraordinarily tragic counter-productive 

war through which all original combatant states came out very much the worse. 

To emphasize the mutuality of such defeat, let me quote from historian Paul 

Kennedy’s classic, “The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers: Economic Change 

and Military Conflict from 1500 to 2000” where he records, “...the population 

losses and economic disruptions caused by four and a half years of ‘total’ war 

were immense. Around 8 million men were killed in actual fighting, with another 

7 million permanently disabled and a further 15 million ‘more or less seriously 

wounded’ – the vast majority of these being in the prime of their productive life.”  

   Then, adding the civilian casualties from disease, famine and exposure, “… the 

final casualty list for this extended period might have been as much as 60 million 

people, with nearly half of these losses occurring in Russia....”(PK, 359-60) Indeed, 

by the late 1920s the prevailing images of WWI “...were of death, destruction, 

horror, waste, and the futility of it all. The ‘Carthaginian peace’ of 1919, the lack 

of those benefits promised by wartime politicians in return for the people’s 

sacrifices, the millions of maimed veterans and of war widows, the economic 

troubles of the 1920s, the loss of faith and the breakdown in Victorian social and 

personal relationships, were all blamed upon the folly of the July 1914 

decisions.” (PK, 359-60 , 367 ; see also, Vera Brittain, Testament of Youth (VB); Wilfred 

Owen, Poems (WO) ; Gwynne Dyer, War (GD); Martin Gilbert, The Somme (MG4) ; Winston 

Churchill, The Aftermath (WC4, 30, 31 ) ; Lord Gowrie, Opening Australian War Memorial, 
1941 (LG) ; Adam Hochschild, To End All Wars (AHoch) ; Erich Remarque, All Quiet on the 

Western Front (ER) and John Maynard Keyes (JMK1) ; IB8, 21-23)    

   As with all powers heavily engaged in WWI’s battles, material losses were 

extremely severe, yet a few escaping the worst of such damage gained 

economically, historian Paul Kennedy explaining, “As in previous mercantilistic 

conflicts, one countries loss was often another’s gain – provided the latter 

avoided the costs of war, or was at least protected from the full blast of battle.” 

Nevertheless, it is fair to say that these outcomes should have triggered the vitally 

needed economic transformation of the disastrous mercantile system into a 
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mutually-advantageous fair-trading one, as Smith advocated. (AS_WN, IV.3 38 ; 

IV.7 146 ;  PK, 359-60 ; JSa1, Lect.5  ; GK1-2 ) 

   Instead, however, intent on further crushing Germany, British and French  

‘victors’ stole its resources and colonies (plus oil-rich Middle East ‘Mandates’) 

demanding also ‘reparations to pay for the war’.(JMK1) But, as Keynes 

recognized, what Europe needed was a level playing field to enable full trade 

recovery. And, although Europe’s war-damaged economies and Russia’s 

revolution led to strong demands for economic justice (particularly in Germany), 

fears of communism greatly heightened, especially once the Great Depression 

displayed the Western economic system’s extreme instability. Nevertheless, still 

rejecting fair play (and thus courting disaster) British Conservatives (who had 

expected Russia’s revolution to be ‘strangled’ by the post-WW1 22-nation 

military intervention - which failed) then sought the rearmament of Hitler’s 

Germany. Hence, in 1932, as the long-awaited First World Disarmament 

Conference approached, Foreign Secretary, Sir John Simon put to the House of 

Commons, "We have to choose and our choice is very clear, shall we disarm 

ourselves, or shall we allow the Germans to rearm?" (Hansard May 13, 1932 ; WC5i 

; IB1,8A, a, b) 

   Many industrialists were more than happy to assist, Sir Arthur Balfour, 

Chairman of Sheffield's Capital Steelworks, exclaiming "Will the Germans go to 

war again? I don't think there is any doubt about it, …… some day we shall have 

to let the Germans arm or we shall have to arm them. With the Russians armed to 

the teeth, and the tremendous menace in the East, Germany unarmed in the 

middle is always going to be a plum waiting for the Russians to take. One of the 

greatest menaces to peace in Europe to-day is the totally unarmed condition of 

Germany". (Sheffield Daily Telegraph, October 24, 1933). Likewise, we have Britain's 

WWI Prime Minister, Lloyd George the following year in the House stating, 

"...in a very short time, perhaps in a year, perhaps in two, the conservative 

elements in this country will be looking to Germany as the bulwark against 

Communism in Europe ......Do not let us be in a hurry to condemn Germany. We 

shall be welcoming Germany as our friend." (Commons, November 28, 1934, Hansard 

V.295, 919-20; see also Lloyd George's 1936 meeting with Hitler). Hence, no wonder 

Hitler was assured by Britain’s practical help towards German rearmament. (MG1, 

197-211 ; IB1, 8B, d).   

   For example, as Churchill recorded, talks begun in 1933 led to the Anglo-

German Naval Agreement of 1935 (submarines included), myopic Conservatives 

assenting or remaining silent on the plans for further imperial expansion by all 

three Axis powers, Germany (Rhineland, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Russia), Japan 

(Manchuria, China) and Italy (Ethiopia), these powers thus encouraged to believe 

the West’s long-established colonization practices could be emulated.(IB8, 30) 

Yet, since this would also include turning a blind eye to Hitler’s well-known plan 

to expand through Eastern Europe into Russia (with its black soils and oil) 
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Churchill could clearly see the end result, another major war.(WC5i ;  AH ; MG3, 

395-397) Highly relevant then, the betrayal of Czechoslovakia, Britain’s 

Conservatives repeatedly refusing to back Churchill’s popular Grand Alliance, of 

Great Britain, France, Russia, the United States and Czechoslovakia (plus 

encouragement from Germany’s High Command) to put Hitler on notice of their 

united opposition (Nazi overthrow included) should he attempt to incorporate 

Czechoslovakia. Indeed, had the British Conservative government agreed to 

support that Alliance, Hitler would have been forced to change course and the 

world saved from the Second World War.(WC5i, 250-288)  For, as Churchill 

expressed it, "One day President Roosevelt told me that he was asking publicly 

for suggestions about what the war should be called. I said at once "the 

unnecessary war. There never was a war more easy to stop than that which has 

just wrecked what was left of the world from the previous struggle." Winston S. 

Churchill, in The Gathering Storm, his account of the origins of World War II, 

published in 1948.(WC4i, - see Preface, p.xiv)  

Aspects of World War Two 

   In 1941, WW2’s early stages, the war’s outcome was very much ‘in the 

balance’, notwithstanding Churchill’s optimistic vision in his “Memorandum to 

President Roosevelt of December 16, 1941” which begins:  

“Hitler’s failure and losses in Russia are the prime fact in the war at this time. 

We cannot tell how great the disaster to the German Army and the Nazi regime 

will be. This regime has hitherto lived upon easily and cheaply won successes. 

Instead of what was imagined to be a swift and easy victory, it has now to face 

the shock of a winter of slaughter and expenditure of fuel and equipment on the 

largest scale. 

   Neither Great Britain nor the United States have any part to play in this event, 

except to make sure we send, without fail and punctually, the supplies we have 

promised. In this way alone shall we hold our influence over Stalin and be able to 

weave the mighty Russian effort into the general texture of the war.” (WC5iii, 574) 

   Thus, even before Stalingrad had been decided, Churchill was expecting that 

the land war could be ‘left to’ the Russians, he likewise intending that Britain and 

the US would do their proclaimed ‘Germany First’ share via air power. Hence his 

aim that, together, they would be able to affect “....German production and 

German morale by ever more severe and more accurate bombing of their cities 

and harbours, and that this,......may produce important effects upon the will to 

fight ....”, to which end, “Arrangement will be made ...to increase....the Anglo-

American bombing of Germany without any top limit from now on till the end of 

the war.”(WC5iii, 576-577) 

   Accordingly, in 1942 Britain began to expand its night area-bombing program, 

it growing greatly year-by-year. This involved the incendiary-bombing of entire 
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German cities, causing fire storms resulting in the deaths and hideous injuries to 

hundreds of thousands of men, women and children. Churchill’s hope was, 

“....that the severe, ruthless bombing of Germany on an ever-increasing scale 

will not only cripple her war effort, including U-boat and aircraft production, but 

will also create conditions intolerable to the mass of the German population.” 
(WC5iii, 781-784 ; JMc) 

   Yet, as eventually concluded in Britain’s official (1961) report on the RAF’s 

area bombing prepared by Sir Charles Webster and Noble Frankland,“The area 

attack of this period was deliberately aimed at the destruction of the principal 

cities of Germany. The object was, as has been seen, to destroy the entire centre 

of the cities, the housing, public utilities and communications to such an extent 

that their inhabitants would not be able to go on working. ... it was the 

destruction of the living quarters of the towns which was the main object of the 

attack. The worker was to be deprived of the means of working by the devastation 

of his environment.” (W&F, v. ii, 235) 

   Then the ‘punch line’ on the effectiveness of that widespread devastation: “It 

was natural that those in Britain who surveyed this unprecedented destruction 

should think that German armaments production must have been sensibly 

reduced and the morale of the German people, perhaps, fatally undermined. In 

fact, however, armaments production was not only maintained but much 

increased during the first half of 1943. It remained at that level, with a slight fall 

at the end, during the second half and then rose steeply again in the first half of 

1944, reaching its peak about the middle of that year.” And, as to the effect on 

morale of the German and foreign workers (including coerced Allied POWs) 

“....the refusal to accept defeat through anguish and terror must command 

respect and admiration.”(W&F, v. ii, 224-5)  

How Japan’s Defeat was Sealed 

   First, a brief note on how, beginning in the 1850s, Japan got started on its 

Imperial road to ruin by quoting Churchill’s views of that historical 

process.(seeWC4iii, 514) As he began, “Uncle Sam and Brittania were the god-

parents of the new Japan. In less than two generations, with no background but 

the remote past, the Japanese people advanced from the two-handed sword of the 

Samurai to the ironclad ship, the rifled cannon, the torpedo, and the Maxim gun; 

and a similar revolution took place in industry. The transition of Japan under 

British and American guidance from the Middle Ages to modern times was swift 

and violent.”(WC4iii, 515) Churchill then goes on to comment on Japan’s earlier 

invasions of China (ME), its 1905 defeat of Russia, how Japan “...took her place 

amongst the Great Powers”, and how the Japanese leaders were “...astonished at 

the respect with which they were viewed.” He then admits how he sided with 

them in the Russo-Japanese war, that he had welcomed the Anglo-Japanese 

Treaties (1902-4 and 1904-1921) and had ‘rejoiced’ when Japan, joining the Allies 
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during WWI, took over Germany’s ‘possessions’ in the Far East. It certainly was 

a fast ‘learning time’ for the Japanese ‘modernisers’, those would-be emulators of 

the West. (WC4iii, 514-516 ; IB1, 3A a, 1-3 ; 9D a, 13-14) 

     Now to Japan’s WW2 defeat. As the United States Strategic Bombing Survey 

(USSBS-Sum) reveals, once the US Navy came to dominate the Pacific after its 

Midway victory in June 1942, the way opened to sink all Japanese shipping 

engaged in transport between Japan’s home islands and all parts of its new-won 

Empire. That transport was absolutely essential for Japan to continue the war. 

(IB1, 9G (a) (b) (c)) So the plan was to sink all Japanese shipping using US 

submarines, ships and aircraft. In 1943, over 1.5 million tons were sunk and in 

1944 losses soared to over 3 million (2.5 million due to submarines). In late 

1944, in just 3 months the Japanese merchant fleet lost over 1.3 million tons, - 

more than one third its remaining fleet. By then Japan had become desperate to 

end the war. And, by late March 1945, after B-29s had mined Korean seaports 

and homeland island waters, Japan’s shipping was fully paralyzed.(USSBS-3, 2-6) 

Indeed, the blockade was so complete that Japan’s position was totally untenable, 

- it had lost the war.(USSBS-2, 2-13; USSBS-3, 3) 

   Although Japan deferred formal surrender until it was assured it could retain its 

Emperor along with its homeland islands, both requests would later be approved. 

Yet, in March 1945, there began a systematic Napalm canister cluster fire-

bombing of Tokyo, and 65 other highly-flammable Japanese cities.(USSBS1, 16-17) 

As the USSBS Summary Report states, “In the aggregate, 104,000 tons of bombs 

were directed at 66 urban areas;.... Some 40 percent of the built-up area of the 

66 cites attacked was destroyed. Approximately 30 percent of the entire urban 

population of Japan lost their homes and many of their possessions.”(USSBS-1, 

17) The most intensely fire-bombed city was Tokyo. To quote from the Survey 

Report, “The primary purpose of this study was to determine why the incendiary 

bomb attack of 9-10 March 1945 by the Twentieth AF on the densely-populated 

Incendiary Zone 1 of Tokyo was so highly successful.” ..... “The number of 

persons made homeless by all attacks on Tokyo totaled 2,861,857 (1,008,000 by 

the attack of 9-10 March). All attacks killed 95,972 persons (85,793 in the attack 

of 9-10 March).” (USSBS-5, 67) And since ‘surrender’ had not been finalized by 

August, on the false claim that a direct and in human casualty terms extremely 

costly ground invasion of Japan would be necessary, it was decided that two 

atomic weapons would be tested by demonstrating a uranium one on Hiroshima 

and a Plutonium one on Nagasaki. 

   However, besides the military data gained from these studies, the Survey is 

frank in its overall conclusion that, “Based on a detailed investigation of all the 

facts and supported by the testimony of the surviving Japanese leaders involved, 

it is the Survey’s opinion that certainly prior to 31 December 1945, and in all 

probability prior to 1 November 1945, Japan would have surrendered even if the 

atomic bombs had not been dropped, even if Russia had not entered the war, and 
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even if no invasion had been planned or contemplated.” (USSBS-1, 26; USSBS-2, 13) 

Indeed, as John Kenneth Galbraith, American economist on the Survey panel, 

commented, “I had no part in this conclusion. By the time it appeared in the 

summer of 1946, I had moved on to other duties, which included, in a remote 

sense, the government of Japan. Paul Nitze had replaced Henry Alexander as the 

effective head of operations for our work in the Far East... ... All I felt was the 

vast suffering visited on innocent people by their disastrous leaders and by 

unnecessary actions on our side.”(JKG3, 233) The above outline is taken from the 

published study of Japan’s defeat by The United States Strategic Bombing 

Survey. Full Reports in Vols. 7-10, 1976; a Summary (USSBS 1) appearing in 

1946, available online.(USSBS-sum) Supporting this, we have identical 

conclusions from President Eisenhower, (former Supreme Commander in Europe 

during WW2) in his Mandate for Change, p.380, and from Admiral William 

Leahy (Chief of Staff to Presidents Roosevelt, and Truman) in his, I Was There, 

p.441. (PDE1, 380 ; WL, 441)  

Developments Post World War II  

   Through both Atlantic and United Nations Charters came numerous sound laws 

and recommendations, many of which have been effective, most notably great 

work done through UN Agencies. Moreover, in a general way the UN Charter 

stresses principles as well as social and economic conditions that are vitally 

important for the attainment of satisfied, just, and peaceful societies across the 

world, including equal rights and self-determination of all peoples, the 

prohibition of the use and threat of force in relation to territorial integrity and 

political independence, and the obligation for international co-operation towards 

solving international problems relating to economic, social, cultural and 

humanitarian issues. And while Article 55, Chapter IX stresses the need to attain 

economic conditions necessary for stability, such essential for the attainment of 

peaceful and friendly relationships among nations, yet the activation of all such 

vitally important conditions can only go forward from the General Assembly as 

recommendations, which may or may not be acted on by the Security Council.  

   And, sadly, the UN Security Council has proved itself unable or unwilling to 

achieve its principal goal, namely “to save succeeding generations from the 

scourge of war,” - and most alarmingly and unforgivingly failing to make certain 

that the world’s peoples would never suffer nuclear annihilation, instead 

engaging in nuclear politics that could well have resulted in exactly that, such 

leaving behind a post-WW2 de-facto policy which has never been rectified. 

   Another striking omission which began at the end of WW2 has been the UN’s 

failure to honour both Charter’s commitment to guarantee peoples’ their rights to 

self-government, but like the above, a deliberate lapse to allow the Powers to 

continue shaping the world as they wish it to be. Two examples, Vietnam, 

colonized by France from the 1850s until ‘taken over’ by Japan in 1941; and 
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Korea, adversely ‘penetrated’ by China, Russia and Japan for 200 years before 

formal ‘annexation’ by Japan in 1910. Having thus been under foreign 

domination for 100 - 200 years, fighting for their independence throughout, both 

Vietnam and Korea finally expected it to be honored at the end of WW2, 

especially since both had fought the Japanese throughout that war. But, even then 

on spurious grounds it was denied, they forced to endure many more years of 

cruel war, in Korea’s case unresolved still. Next let us consider some of the 

immediate costs of WWII. (ME ; BT3, 289-474  ; IB8, 38-42) 

WWII: Relative National Contributions and Costs 

   First let me quote overall numbers of WWII deaths, country by country, taken 

from David Kennedy’s paper. (DK, 10)  

WW II’s Human Costs     
Country  

 

Total War Dead  

 

Civilian Deaths  

United Kingdom  350,000  100,000  

China  10,000,000  6,000,000  

Yugoslavia  2,000,000  1-1.5,000,000  

Japan  3,000,000  1,000,000  

Poland  8,000,000  6,000,000  

Germany 6,500,000  1,000,000  

Soviet Union  24,000,000  16,000,000  

United States  405,000  6  

   From these figures, it is immediately clear that although all countries involved 

suffered tragic losses, there are enormous contrasts in magnitude. Most 

strikingly, the far smaller numbers for Britain and the USA due to their joint 

decision to delay the Second Front, instead focusing on air warfare.(DK) Also 

outstanding is the extraordinary high figures for the Soviet Union, about which 

Stalin commented to President Roosevelt, “It seems that the Americans have 

decided to fight with American money and American machines and Russian 

men.”(DK, 9) So, despite Churchill’s oft-repeated claims of ‘Germany first!’, the 

land war against Germany (with its horrifying human costs) was indeed, for most 

of the war ‘left to’ the Russians. 

   WW2’s material costs also revealed stark contrasts, not only between victor 

and vanquished but across the victor states themselves. While most victor states 

came out far far worse, the US was different. And that because although its 

citizens had long remained deeply impoverished, unable to rectify their economic 

paralysis due to the long-lasting Great Depression, it continuing into the 1940s 

with 15% unemployed and 45% households below the poverty line, yet all that 

changed dramatically following the stimulus of its war-time production 

beginning 1942. (DK, 3)  For, then, not only were armaments of all kinds produced 

in vast quantities, but record levels of civilian output as well, thus providing full 

employment and, with money circulating, a full-on market economy, - America’s 
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living standards rising some 15%. Moreover, derived from those repeated 

deferrals of the Second Front until June, 1944 (some two and a half years after 

the US joined the war) extra American manpower added to this result.(DK, 9)        

   By contrast the economic costs to Russia were simply enormous, not just in 

human ‘manpower’ lives, but the wide devastation of cities, towns and 

countryside and of course Russia’s much delayed capacity to rebuild when it was 

all over. American author, John Gunther’s Inside Russia today, (1958) records 

30,000 factories destroyed, 70,000 towns and villages flattened, with three 

quarters of all housing lost and 25 million made homeless. In just one battle 

(Kharkov) Russia’s casualties exceeded the total of Americans lost in its war 

against Japan. Hence in the 1950s, 30-year old Russian women outnumbered men 

seven to one.(JG, 65, 446 ; see also, JFK) I mention these contrasts because of their 

significance for what happened to USA - USSR relationships immediately the 

war ended.  

Contrived Origins of the Nuclear-Armed ‘Cold War 

   As documented by Martin Gilbert (Churchill’s biographer) within days of 

Germany’s surrender (May 9, 1945) Churchill’s telegram to President Truman, 

referring to Russia’s final success in driving Hitler’s armies all the way back to 

Berlin, described that extraordinary accomplishment as, “…this enormous 

Muscovite advance into the centre of Europe….”   he going on  “…meanwhile 

the attention of our peoples will be occupied in inflicting severities upon 

Germany, which is ruined and prostrate, and it could be open to the Russians in 

a very short time to advance if they chose to the North Sea and the 

Atlantic.”(MG3, 685-6) As President Truman was of the same mind, Churchill in 

his March 1946 Fulton Missouri speech was encouraged to claim that through the 

recent Allied meeting at Yalta, the Big Three (Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin) 

agreement to grant Russia a protective ‘sphere of influence’ status over Eastern 

Europe, had thereby divided the European continent across its middle with an 

“Iron Curtain”. Further, Churchill stated, “I do not believe that Soviet Russia 

desires war. What they desire is the fruits of war and the indefinite expansion of 

their power and doctrines.” However, as President Truman had already made 

clear, the main instrument of American power to counter Russia’s efforts to 

encourage a communist Europe, would be the atom bomb, that being produced, 

further developed, and on July1, 1946 tested over Bikini Atoll in the Marshall 

Islands. Thus the ‘Cold War’ was confirmed, then extended by further claims that 

Russia was intent on military advances around the world, Western Europe 

included.(WC6 ; GFK3)  

  That political outcome of the war with Germany just ended might well seem 

difficult to understand, yet it is reminiscent of the West’s altogether hostile 

response to Russia’s communist revolution in 1917. And especially so because 

Britain, America and France had long since had their revolutions, each aimed at 
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overcoming gross injustices imposed by their aristocratic society’s overly-

privileged. However, instead of a ‘wait and see’ approach, the Russians had faced 

military intervention, a 22-strong multinational army determined to ‘strangle’ the 

revolution at birth, this never successful force remaining in Russia to the end of 

1920.(MG2, 507-512, 559-561 ; 596-597 ; WC4, 166-169 ) So, understandably Russia’s 

revolutionaries adopted a strongly centralized ‘monolithic’ defensive government 

having no expectation of the West’s even-handedness. And all the more so since 

its strong defensive stance stemmed also from the British Conservative 

government’s 1930’s support of German rearmament and Hitler’s plans to 

expand into Eastern Europe and Russia, - factors that finally resulted in WW2. 
(MG1) 

   Hardly surprising then that Russia would continue determinedly defensive 

when at last WW2 was over. Also tragic for the world which had just emerged 

from the most destructive war it had ever endured. And most especially so, as the 

claim that Russia was intent on military advances around the world (Western 

Europe included) was plainly false since, like so many other war-torn states, it 

was utterly war-weary and in any case, having no such plan, was desperately 

wanting to focus on rebuilding its shattered country. However, the West had two 

problems which lay behind its accusations. One, the serious concern that the 

people of war-devastated Europe might look to communism (socialism or other 

egalitarianism) to improve their living conditions. The other, their fragile 

unstable mercantile economies, including that of the USA which, although by 

then seemingly strong due to the stimulus of war-time arms production, had only 

recently recovered from its very disabling Depression.(p.13, above)  

   So, highly conscious of its pre-WW2 shaky economy, the post-WW2 United 

States further expanded its arms manufacturing program throughout all its  States, 

growing its armaments output year by year. Not only that, but having developed 

nuclear weapons during the war (‘lest Hitler develop them’) and used them on 

two Japanese cities, Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the US continued producing and 

further developing them throughout the post-war decades. Clearly all this 

represents extremely large investments for which there had to be a strong national 

purpose. In the context of the above charges in relation to Russia’s post-war 

circumstances, such responses could not have related to any concern for the US’s 

own border security or that of its war-time allies. For this and other reasons cited 

below, I believe it reasonable to conclude that its motivation goes back to those 

earlier discredited concerns of the 1930s, namely an urgently felt need for a 

military contingency to counter the non-military threat from a ‘communist virus’, 

a ‘viral’ idea that might take hold.    

   Yet, given its resources, its natural endowments and its proven abilities to 

produce extraordinarily high industrial outputs, why should the US not consider 

refashioning its economy into a far juster one that could ensure stability. And 

hence immunity from gross market failures such as the deep depression of the 
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1930s which arose from what John Kenneth Galbraith described as American 

enterprise of the 1920s opening “…its hospital arms to an exceptional number of 

promoters, grafters, swindlers, imposters, and frauds. ….. ..a kind of flood tide of 

corporate larceny.”(JKG2, 192,193) For, as clearly indicated by Smith in his 

“Theory of Moral Sentiments”, the prevention of such market failures would be 

attained through agreed fair-value goods and services’ exchanges essential for the 

much needed production/consumption balanced free-trade economy. That 

attained, there would be no opportunity for communist ideas to be taken on, such 

remaining a realistic commonsense option to this day.(AS_MS)  

   Or is that course of action unacceptable precisely because the honest fair-

exchange system advised by Smith precludes the multitude of monopolies and 

other scams which provide grossly-inflated rewards for the already obscenely 

wealthy? At all events, what began instead in August 1945 was a decidedly 

militaristic approach to a non-military threat of ideas. Based on its perceived 

need to keep the economy growing via the expansion of arms production, it 

included justifying campaigns to convince the world of a ‘communist threat’ 

from Russia.(GFK3 ; IB8, 48-52)  Although having mixed responses, that approach 

was supported by numbers of Western governments, sufficient to encourage the 

US to blend its nuclear warfare capacity into its growing conventional arms 

production programs. Aware of all the publicity, and fearing the worst, 

understandably the Russians were more than a little horrified of what could be in 

store. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the Russians took urgent measures to produce a 

deterrent counter weapon which, although way behind, they came up with in 

1949.   

   However the US response to this was not to call for the prohibition of all 

nuclear weapons but rather to get so far ahead that the Russians would soon 

‘know their place’ and stop trying. But by the early 1950s both powers had 

advanced nuclear, including hydrogen weapons and highly efficient missile 

delivery systems. Admittedly the US was well ahead in numbers, but even a few 

dozen capable of annihilating cities of the other side represented an ‘equalizer’ 

sufficient to cause a ‘sobering re-think’ before launching. Thus, the aim of 

gaining overwhelming superiority failed and instead, between the two ‘super-

powers’ there occurred a ‘nuclear stand-off’, the ever-present threat of mutual 

nuclear destruction on the grand scale, the acme of mutual terrorism, suicidal 

annihilation and death. And thus, for many decades (at least from Russia’s 

acquisition of the H-bomb to the nominal end of the Cold War in 1989) there 

hovered over both sides, a truly ‘Mutually Assured Destruction’ (aptly termed 

MAD) prospect that would be triggered whenever a planned, accidental, or 

simply wrongly-perceived nuclear launch from either side occurred. Hence a 

completely unstable, unpredictable situation, the total denial of the true post-

WWII security so desperately needed by the world’s people and most certainly a 

policy utterly unworthy of prime world leadership.(PDE1, p.19 below ; PDE2 ; JFK ; 

GFK2 ; GFK3 Appendix 2 below ; IB8, 59 ; JS ; JSa2 ; JSa3 ; JSa5)    
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   For, instead of building a stable fair-trading economy like the one proposed by 

Smith (a task well within the capability of today’s historians, philosophers, 

economists, and others) - and thus betting on a certainty, - the United States and 

the rest of the West have for far too long been gambling not only on top returns 

(to the top) from a highly unstable corrupt mercantile economic system, but on 

the non-occurrence of a planned or accidental nuclear conflict where the stakes 

include annihilation of the world’s peoples and most other species, - human 

civilization and the world of Nature extinguished. Clearly it is vitally important 

to recognize that that situation can never make sense and move towards a truly 

sustainable just alternative capable of preserving the peace by fairly serving the 

people, the world at large, indeed, the whole of Nature, - before it is too late. 

George F. Kennan and Sane Responses to the USSR  

   I suggest the above view is broadly consistent with that of former American 

diplomat and historian George F. Kennan who had served in the USSR during 

WWII and, through the late 1940s played a prominent role in warning his country 

of the need to monitor and if necessary, ‘contain’ the Soviet Union’s aim of 

expanding its political influence to promote Communism across Europe. But for 

balance here, bear in mind that the USSR had only just escaped from the most 

damaging, touch-and-go onslaught that country had ever endured, and it 

recognized that it could not be secure if outside powers including its neighbours 

turned hostile, as occurred at the end of WW1.(MG2, 559-561 ; 596-597) Moreover, 

from Kennan’s testimonies it was always clear that a military invasion of Europe 

by the USSR was never in prospect, that war-devastated country being totally 

focused on its recovery from the catastrophic war.(GFK2 ; GFK3, see Appendix 2) 

   Thus looking back, Kennan outlined that history as, “What I was then 

advocating for our Government was a policy of "containment" of Soviet 

expansionist pressures, a policy aimed at halting the expansion of Soviet power 

into Central and Western Europe. I viewed this as primarily a diplomatic and 

political task, though not wholly without military implications. I considered that 

if and when we had succeeded in persuading the Soviet leadership that the 

continuation of these expansionist pressures not only held out for them no hopes 

for success but would be, in many respects, to their disadvantage, then the 

moment would have come for serious talks with them about the future of Europe.  

But when, some three years later, this moment had arrived - when we had made 

our point with the Marshall Plan, with the successful resistance to the Berlin 

blockade and other measures - when the lesson I wanted to see us convey to 

Moscow had been successfully conveyed, then it was one of the great 

disappointments of my life to discover that neither our Government nor our 

Western European allies had any interest in entering into such discussions at all. 

What they and the others wanted from Moscow, with respect to the future of 

Europe, was essentially ‘unconditional surrender.’ They were prepared to wait 
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for it. And this was the beginning of the 40 years of cold war.”(GFK2 ; GFK3, see 

Appendix 2 below )  

   And so understandably Kennan had been and remained highly critical of the 

setting up of a military organization (NATO) to oppose a non-existent military 

threat to Western Europe, while at the same time failing to institute systems for 

negotiating outstanding issues and cooperative efforts to solve problems of vital 

importance to both countries and the world. For he could see the US approach as 

totally counter-productive since it brought about the very situation (the Warsaw 

Pact crisis) it had, in effect, triggered. A catastrophic outcome for both sides 

because the setting up of NATO, - faced then by the Warsaw Pact, - each with its 

deadly nuclear weapons on hair-trigger alert, resulted in total instability, that 

hideously threatening situation which was all too likely to end in mutual nuclear 

suicide, as only narrowly averted during the 1962 Cuban missile crisis. And that 

unstable, uneasy relationship was no proper basis for what in his view should 

have happened,“ ..the real possibilities of a genuine ..... constructive under-

standing ...... eventually between the Russian people and our people.”(FC, 6) 

http://www.russilwvong.com/future/kennan.html   

   Moreover, having been fully engaged in the relevant issues during this historic 

period, Kennan was well aware of  the US’s full-on WW2 military-industrial 

production which had lifted it out of the Great Depression. Hence, he fully 

understood how its economy had remained utterly dependent on the continuation 

of high-output arms production throughout the post-WW2 era, as revealed in his 

Forward to Norman Cousins’ (1987) book, The Pathology of Power. For, as he 

commented on the influence of the military-industrial complex on the US 

economy and society in general, “Constituting as it now does the greatest single 

purchaser in the American market, with all the power that implies, anchored in 

long-term contractual obligations that defy the normal annual budgetary 

discretion of Congress, its tentacles now reaching into almost every 

congressional district and distorting the electoral situations wherever they reach, 

this military-industrial establishment has become a veritable addiction of 

American society - an addiction from which American society could no longer 

free itself without the most severe withdrawal pains. Were the Soviet Union to 

sink tomorrow under the waters of the ocean, the American military-industrial 

complex would have to go on, substantially unchanged, until some other 

adversary could be invented. Anything else would be an unacceptable shock to 

the American economy.” (GFK3, -  Appendix 2 below) 

   The above analysis of the origins of the insanely dangerous Cold War is 

stressed especially because of its threat of nuclear annihilation. For, that not only 

made no sense on any grounds, but it could well have led to mutual annihilation 

in which, as pointed out by Kennan, (and President John F. Kennedy’s in his 

wonderful speech of June 10, 1963), by far the greatest victims would of 

necessity have been its prime adversaries, the US and the USSR.(GFK2  ; GFK3 ; 

http://www.russilwvong.com/future/kennan.html
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JFK ; IB8, 59-61) So what could have led to such distorted suicidal ways of 

thinking? It is as if the proponents of the ‘anything goes that’s profitable’ 

Western system take that system as ‘sacrosanct’, as if it was a ‘religion’ that 

cannot be altered, even to make it serve all fairly, as advised by Smith. Indeed, 

that approach is so nihilistic and patently anti-Christian in a professing Christian 

society, it all but denies belief! 

   Indeed, looking about the world today I believe I discern something of what 

George Kennan felt about modern industrial societies with their obsessive focus 

on individual ‘wealth creation’ at the expense of others down the societal ladder, 

their capacity for self-congratulation and their ability to indulge in total 

complacency in the face of society’s dismal condition. For, aside from his deep 

fears about the ill-conceived extended nuclear stand-off that brought the human 

species so close to nuclear obliteration, he became more and more concerned 

over other counter-productive American policies and practices that amounted, in 

Barbara Tuchman’s terms, to America’s self-betrayal, just one result of its lack of 

self-understanding and true self-confidence in and of the world.(BT3, 419-420)  

   For example, in 1966, testifying before Senator William J. Fulbright’s Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee Hearings concerning America’s role in continuing 

the Vietnam war, Kennan expressed his deep-felt concerns over the spectacle of 

America inflicting “...grievous damage on the lives of a poor and helpless 

people, particularly on a people of a different race and color.”, a spectacle 

“..profoundly detrimental to the image we would like them to hold of this 

country.” Kennan then went on to quote John Quincy Adams’ dictum that 

wherever the standard of liberty was unfurled in the world, “...there will be 

America’s heart ..... but she goes not abroad in search of monsters to destroy.”, 

because that would mean endless wars in which “...the fundamental maxim of 

policy would insensibly change from liberty to force.” Indeed, it appears that he 

was certain of the very great importance of the need for careful reflection and self 

examination as a guide for what within any nation most urgently needs to be 

done.(BT3, 419-420; FC, 4 )  

Australia, the Korean War, and a Likely WW3  

   Noting how countries like Australia, whose image of the US was profoundly 

affected by what its citizens learned of the origins and conduct of the Korean and 

Vietnam wars, let me give a brief glimpse of how the above issue came home to 

me in the early 1950s. You see, being in business my father received a monthly 

newsletter from Stock and Share Brokers, Ian Potter & Co. - and you can imagine 

how I felt soon after the end of the most catastrophic World War in human 

history to find myself reading its message of ‘August 1950’ under the heading, 

“Commodities Under Rearmament”.  
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   It started, “It is hoped that the outbreak of hostilities in Korea will not spread 

and ultimately lead to a third world war.” - Yet, as it went on, “Whilst the 

impact of rearmament upon the world economy may not be as pronounced as 

may be considered likely in some circles, it is probable that a most important 

effect will be to sustain for a further period of years industrial activity in the 

U.S.A. and the British Empire at the very high level at which it has been 

maintained since the end of the last war. In America in particular there has been 

some doubt as to whether production could be held much longer at nearly one 

hundred percent above the 1938-39 figure. The expenditure of large additional 

sums by the Government for defence purposes now makes it practically certain 

that the heavy industries will be operating at full capacity for a long time to come 

even if this necessitates some reduction in the production of consumer goods.” 
(IP1)  

   Then 15 months later, from the Melbourne Herald of September 21, 1953 the 

same highly-respected stock broker, Ian Potter, interviewed on his return from 

the US indicated his conviction that America is psychologically, and well on the 

way to being industrially, prepared for a Third World War. He is then quoted: 

“They are thinking of war in more realistic terms,” he said today. “There is a 

basic feeling that the situation between Soviet Russia and the Western 

democracies will never be cleared up without a conflict.” “My own feeling is that 

they don’t expect Russia to start it. They feel that, in the end, their own 

exasperation might force some sort of terms on Russia which Russia could not 

accept, thus making war the only way out.”  He then adding, “They have a very 

strong national spirit, and quite apart from politics, they are very anxious to put 

an end to this battle of ideologies. They want to see this conflict finally solved.”,  

“My impression is that the US feels it will be ready to fight a world war, if 

necessary, in 1953. Then they might get tougher than they have so far.” “The 

need to prepare was ‘uppermost’ in American minds,” said Mr Potter. “Every big 

industrial concern was doing something to further the war production effort.”(IP2 

; PDE2) 

   Complementing the above we have the fact that already by 1951, with the 

Korean war under way, Australia was being groomed to expect a Third World 

War. To illustrate this reality, I quote from an Australian Archives report of 

February 15, 1951, Cabinet papers prepared by Dr J. W. Knott, BA (LaTrobe), 

PhD (ANU), Head of History, School of Social Sciences, Australian National 

University, and an historical consultant to the National Archives of Australia: 

“Korea and the threat of world war (Para 5) Cabinet rarely discussed the day-

to-day activities of the soldiers, ships or planes Australia had committed to 

Korea. What Cabinet did discuss in great detail, however, was the wider 

strategic implications of the conflict. Menzies had long been convinced that 

Korea was a prelude to a third world war. He had warned the Australian people 

of this in a radio broadcast on 22 September 1950. While in London, Menzies 
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learnt of the probable timetable for this conflict: it would be three years before 

the Soviet Union was in a position to go to war. At the first Cabinet meeting 

following his return from London, Menzies once again gave voice to his belief 

that war with international communism was inevitable. He told Cabinet he was 

especially concerned that ‘there was no sense of urgency in the community’. He 

warned his colleagues that the nation ‘had only till ’53 Dec to prepare for 

[world] war’.[3] When announcing the government’s three-year defence 

program on 2 March 1951, Menzies said it was to enable Australia to be 

prepared for world war by the end of 1953. The belief that Australia only had 

three years to prepare for a third world war coloured most federal government 

policy making and planning throughout the rest of 1951.” (3) NAA: A11099, 1/11, 

15 February 1951, see, p. 40, para. 5.(JWK ; IB8, 55) 

   But, as we have seen, the alleged ‘justification’ for all such thinking and 

preparation was not based on any military threat from the WW2-devastated 

USSR. Instead, it was the above-noted alleged ‘threat’ constructed due to the 

West’s fears of the instability of its own (still mercantile) aggressive economic 

system that, unless radically reformed in an appropriate way, could encourage 

many populations to turn to some form of socialism.  

Yet Two US Presidents Plead for Sanity  

  Although numbers of Western governments like that of Australia under Robert 

Menzies remained supinely supportive of the above war-oriented views, two 

great Presidents of the United States spoke with enormous feeling against war 

and the truly horrifying consequences of unmitigated arms build-ups and nuclear 

war. One, President Dwight D. Eisenhower was long known as a sincere 

advocate for peace and especially concerned about the evils of nuclear war. As 

for example during WW2, when he was informed of the political decision to drop 

atomic weapons on Japan, he recalled, "...in [July] 1945... Secretary of War 

Stimson, visiting my headquarters in Germany, informed me that our government 

was preparing to drop an atomic bomb on Japan. I was one of those who felt that 

there were a number of cogent reasons to question the wisdom of such an act. 

...the Secretary, upon giving me the news of the successful bomb test in New 

Mexico, and of the plan for using it, asked for my reaction, apparently expecting 

a vigorous assent. 

"During his recitation of the relevant facts, I had been conscious of a feeling of 

depression and so I voiced to him my grave misgivings, first on the basis of my 

belief that Japan was already defeated and that dropping the bomb was 

completely unnecessary, and secondly because I thought that our country should 

avoid shocking world opinion by the use of a weapon whose employment was, I 

thought, no longer mandatory as a measure to save American lives. It was my 

belief that Japan was, at that very moment, seeking some way to surrender with a 

minimum loss of 'face'. The Secretary was deeply perturbed by my attitude..."  
Dwight D. Eisenhower, in his Mandate For Change, p. 380;  PDE1) 
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   Then in his 1961 farewell speech President Eisenhower warned of the grave 

risks that could come from the US’s already gigantic “military-industrial 

complex”, he clearly seeing the dire consequences if it got out of control, 

declaring, “….We annually spend on military security more than the net income 

of all United States corporations. This conjunction of an immense military 

establishment and a large arms industry is new in the American experience. The 

total influence -- economic, political, even spiritual -- is felt in every city, every 

State house, every office of the Federal government.” 

“In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of 

unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military industrial 

complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will 

persist.” 

“We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or 

democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and 

knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial 

and military machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so that 

security and liberty may prosper together.” ...................... 

   A little further on, President Eisenhower also stressed its vast opportunity costs, 

emphasizing the urgency of unfulfilled human needs awaiting such support, 

“Disarmament, with mutual honor and confidence, is a continuing imperative. 

Together we must learn how to compose differences, not with arms, but with 

intellect and decent purpose. Because this need is so sharp and apparent, I 

confess that I lay down my official responsibilities in this field with a definite 

sense of disappointment. As one who has witnessed the horror and the lingering 

sadness of war, as one who knows that another war could utterly destroy this 

civilization which has been so slowly and painfully built over thousands of years, 

I wish I could say tonight that a lasting peace is in sight. ............” Here I have 

quoted just short excerpts but highly recommended is the complete text.(PDE2) 
https://www.eisenhower.archives.gov/research/online_documents/farewell_address.html    

  The other is President John F. Kennedy’s Commencement Address at American 

University on June 10, 1963 (just five months before his assassination) in which 

he stressed the attainment of peace via cooperation as the way to preserve and 

mutually benefit both nations. Tragically, that may well have been deeply 

resented by those who sought the traditional mercantile wishful-thinking 

approach of ’winner takes all - at all costs.’ However the realistic Kennedy who 

from WW2 knew war first hand, had just been ‘through the ringer’, only 

narrowly saving both countries from mutual annihilation over the Cuban Missile 

crisis. For, having only recently reached a last minute agreement with Nikita 

Khrushchev to remove missiles from Cuba in exchange for the US removal of its 

missiles from Turkey, he realized full well the value of peace, the costs of war. A 

https://www.eisenhower.archives.gov/research/online_documents/farewell_address.html
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short quote follows, but again the complete text is highly recommended. (JFK) 

http://www1.american.edu/media/speeches/Kennedy.htm   

    “Second: Let us reexamine our attitude toward the Soviet Union. .... Among 

the many traits the peoples of our two countries have in common, none is 

stronger than our mutual abhorrence of war. Almost unique among the major 

world powers, we have never been at war with each other. And no nation in the 

history of battle ever suffered more than the Soviet Union suffered in the course 

of the Second World War. At least 20 million lost their lives. Countless millions 

of homes and farms were burned or sacked. A third of the nation's territory, 

including nearly two thirds of its industrial base, was turned into a wasteland--a 

loss equivalent to the devastation of this country east of Chicago. Today, should 

total war ever break out again--no matter how--our two countries would become 

the primary targets. It is an ironic but accurate fact that the two strongest powers 

are the two in the most danger of devastation. All we have built, all we have 

worked for, would be destroyed in the first 24 hours. And even in the cold war, 

which brings burdens and dangers to so many nations, including this Nation's 

closest allies--our two countries bear the heaviest burdens. For we are both 

devoting massive sums of money to weapons that could be better devoted to 

combating ignorance, poverty, and disease. We are both caught up in a vicious 

and dangerous cycle in which suspicion on one side breeds suspicion on the 

other, and new weapons beget counterweapons. In short, both the United States 

and its allies, and the Soviet Union and its allies, have a mutually deep interest in 

a just and genuine peace and in halting the arms race.”(JFK ; JSa2) 

Current Relevance of the Origins of the Industrial Revolution Era’s Wars 

   The importance of this issue (like that referred to by President Kennedy) stands 

out since a better understanding may help to overcome the military mind-sets that 

for far too long have misguided the technically-advanced Western world into one 

counter-productive war after another. As noted above, Europe’s states have a 

very long history of engaging in wars with one another. With their advancing 

coal-powered technologies, they were increasingly able to expand their industrial 

production, including that of armaments. Indeed, the economic and military 

possibilities tempted the already-powerful to exploit such possibilities through 

full-on production as the key to limitless growth in wealth and military power, - 

power enabling them to gamble on ‘succeeding’ in an aggressively-competitive 

‘winner-takes-all’ world. Yet, as firmly stressed by Smith, such a priority was at 

total odds with the prime requirements of their citizens for food, shelter, 

employment  and other vital needs, - including the need to engage amicably in 

mutually-beneficial trade with other nations, the very antithesis of war.  

However, as Smith well understood, the problem had long sine begun when the 

folks of the 16th century’s exclusive companies of merchants and manufacturers 

used their monopoly power to extract wealth from fellow citizens and those of 

http://www1.american.edu/media/speeches/Kennedy.htm
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other nations. Such injustice was bad enough, but it got even worse for it was 

precisely that monopolizing behaviour which gave rise to international frictions 

whenever one country’s monopoly aggressively competed against that of another 

contending for the same overseas colonized territory. Hence, the result being war, 

such circumstances having been the common basis of the West’s frequent wars 

over hundreds of years, through to the present day. And likewise, Smith’s 

reference to such monopoly’s “fraud and abuse” confirming his view of what 

may justly be termed the fundamental basis of such wars, the utter corruption of 

fair-trading practices.(AS_WN, IV.7.177 ; AS_WN, 1V.7.194 ; see also Appendix 1, 

Gavin Kennedy’s summary of Smith’s estimation of the mercantile economic 

system in generating Europe’s wars)  

   Accordingly, in view of the close similarity of the monopoly status and other 

corrupt attributes granted to the past Royal Chartered Companies and today’s 

corporations, it is logical to comment on the evolution to today’s corporations, as 

one evolving from the other. If that sounds odd then consider the following 

examples, First, as John Maynard Keynes noted in his 1930s Essays in 

Persuasion, Queen Elizabeth 1 became a syndicate share-holder in Sir Francis 

Drake’s exploits to steal gold (earlier stolen from American Natives) from 

Spanish ships, including the Golden Hind. Indeed, her returns were enough for 

the queen to pay off the national debt and still have 40,000 Pounds invested in the 

Levant Company (later East India Company Chartered in 1600) at 3.25 % 

compound interest that, over the succeeding 350 years, accumulated some 

4,000,000,000 Pounds which, according to Keynes had grown to equal the value 

of Britain’s foreign investments. (JMK2)  
http://gutenberg.ca/ebooks/keynes-essaysinpersuasion/keynes-essaysinpersuasion-00-h.html#Economic_Possibilities  

   Second, the South Sea Bubble. The South Sea Company of 1711 was inter alia 

set up to trade in slaves to South America. The British government had promised 

a monopoly of all trade in exchange for accepting Britain’s national debt from the 

War of Spanish Succession, - that war being all but over, it assumed that trade 

would go ahead. Initially, at a‘guaranteed’6% interest, the Company’s stock 

sold well, but as the Treaty of Utrecht (1713) required an annual tax on slaves 

and allowed only one ship per year, the voyage of 1717 had little success. 

However, once King George 1 became Company Governor in 1718, the stock 

price shot up, with interest at 100%. So in 1720, under favourable  terms, the 

Company took on more national debt, its share values rising even more 

dramatically, from 128.5 Pounds in January to over 1,000 by August. But it was 

all a bubble, an unsustainable beat-up, a hoax essentially no different to those of 

today, For, by September the market had collapsed the shares falling back to 124 

Pounds, many investors facing ruin. The House of Commons set up an enquiry, 

Company Directors and prominent MPs being exposed, but since Prime Minister, 

Robert Walpole needed to prevent more damage to government leaders, further 

action ceased.http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/556389/South-Sea-Bubble  

http://gutenberg.ca/ebooks/keynes-essaysinpersuasion/keynes-essaysinpersuasion-00-h.html#Economic_Possibilities
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/556389/South-Sea-Bubble
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   Turning to the Americas, Adam Smith explained the predicament of North 

America’s new colonists as they realized how Europe’s colonizing nations had 

given “....up the whole commerce of their colonies to an exclusive company, of 

whom the colonists were obliged to buy all such European goods as they wanted, 

and to whom they were obliged to sell the whole of their own surplus produce. It 

was the interest of the company, therefore, not only to sell the former as dear, 

and to buy the latter as cheap as possible, but to buy no more of the latter, even 

at this low price than what they could dispose of for a very high price in Europe. 

It was their interest, not only to degrade in all cases the value of the surplus 

produce of the colony, but in many cases to discourage and keep down the 

natural increase of its quantity. Of all the expedients that can well be contrived to 

stunt the natural growth of a new colony, that of an exclusive company is 

undoubtedly the most effectual”.(AS_WN, IV.7.44). Clearly, Smith is referring to 

Europe’s exclusive ‘Chartered Companies’ and, given such a description of that 

corrupted version of free trade, one can fully understand how detested such 

‘exclusive companies’ would be among America’s new settlers and their 

forward-thinking leaders.  

   Moreover, as the following two quotes illustrate, it appears that the connection 

between the kind of business behaviour just described, and that of the corruptive 

influence of corporations already developing in North America, was well 

recognized. For, example, as Thomas Jefferson wrote in 1816, “I do not believe 

that in the four administrations which have taken place, there has been a single 

instance of departure from good faith towards other nations. We may sometimes 

have mistaken our rights, or made an erroneous estimate of the actions of others, 

but no voluntary wrong can be imputed to us. In this respect England exhibits the 

most remarkable phenomenon in the universe in the contrast between the 

profligacy of its government and the probity of its citizens. And accordingly it is 

now exhibiting an example of the truth of the maxim that virtue & interest are 

inseparable. It ends, as might have been expected, in the ruin of its people, but 

this ruin will fall heaviest, as it ought to fall on that hereditary aristocracy which 

has for generations been preparing the catastrophe. 

I hope we shall take warning from the example and crush in its birth the 

aristocracy of our monied corporations which dare already to challenge our 

government to a trial of strength and bid defiance to the laws of our country. 

Present me respectfully to Mrs. Logan and accept yourself my friendly and 

respectful salutations."  Thomas Jefferson in a letter to George Logan dated 12 

November,1816.(TJ) 

https://archive.org/stream/writingsofthomas10jeffiala#page/68/mode/1up/search/p.+68  

   That sentiment directed at the unwelcome greed and corruption of self-serving 

corporations was likewise expressed in 1864 by Abraham Lincoln in a letter 

commenting, “We may congratulate ourselves that this cruel war is nearing its 

end. It has cost a vast amount of treasure and blood. . . . It has indeed been a 

https://archive.org/stream/writingsofthomas10jeffiala#page/68/mode/1up/search/p.+68
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trying hour for the Republic; but I see in the near future a crisis approaching that 

unnerves me and causes me to tremble for the safety of my country. As a result of 

the war, corporations have been enthroned and an era of corruption in high 

places will follow, and the money power of the country will endeavor to prolong 

its reign by working upon the prejudices of the people until all wealth is 

aggregated in a few hands and the Republic is destroyed. I feel at this moment 

more anxiety for the safety of my country than ever before, even in the midst of 

war. God grant that my suspicions may prove groundless.”  
This passage appears in a letter from Lincoln to (Col.) William F. Elkins, Nov. 21, 1864. Ref: 

p.40, The Lincoln Encyclopedia: The Spoken and Written Words of A. Lincoln. Arranged for 

Ready Reference, Archer H. Shaw (NY, NY: Macmillan, 1950) (AL) 

   Once widely understood, those Presidential fears of the growing power of 

corporations should have been transformed into stable guarantees of fair trade 

altogether free of corporations, for we can see the very close resemblance to what 

is occurring in the US (and other countries) today. Yet subsequently, despite 

some action including the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890, such power 

continued to expand. For a democracy that is odd, for like Adam Smith’s 

‘exclusive companies’, ‘corporations’ are neither democratically proposed nor 

elected. Instead they arise as self-appointed groups, themselves initiating 

‘exclusive’ advantage via monopoly and other corruptions ‘granted’ by allegedly 

“democratic” government, - such followed by de-facto recognition through the 

world’s financial market systems. So, no surprise that they have remained 

unpopular to this day, especially as they have frequently played roles in both 

domestic and foreign affairs leading to international frictions and war.(rev. IB4 ; 

DK1 ; DK2 ; DK3) 

   For example, looking back to Australia’s involvement in WW1’s Gallipoli 

Campaign, one recalls Vickers and Armstrong’s corporate role in arming the 

Dardanelles against naval attack. Thus, quoting from Churchill’s ‘The World 

Crisis’, “…. on September 9, 1914, Britain withdrew its Naval Mission to Turkey, 

Churchill requesting that its head, Admiral Limpus (also titular head of the 

Turkish Navy) be transferred to command the British naval squadron assigned to 

watch the mouth of the Dardanelles”. “This project was not, however, pursued, it 

being thought that it would be unduly provocative to employ on this station the 

very officer who had just ceased to be the teacher of the Turkish Fleet ..... the 

Admiral who .... knew the Dardanelles with all its possibilities.’ " (WC3Vi, 491 ; 

IB7) 

   To explain: since 1911 a British Naval Mission together with an Armstrong and 

Vickers' subsidiary, 'The Imperial Ottoman Docks, Arsenals and Naval 

Construction Company', had strengthened Turkey’s defences, including the 

supply of two modern battleships, the Reshadieh and Sultan Osman. But the 

eventual consequence was that Turkey, although desperate to keep out of 

Europe’s Great War, was tricked into it and, coming in on Germany’s side, it 

blocked the Allied naval assault on the Dardanelles (February 1915). This led to 
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the ‘last minute’ (also failed) land campaign in which some 200,000 young 

Allied and Turkish lives were needlessly lost. (WC3,Vi, 208-9 ; WC3,Vii, 261 ; BT2, 139-

162 ; IB7) Hence, one of many examples that illustrate how readily such 

corporations, backed by the governments they influence, can and do contribute to 

unnecessary wars, along with the resultant tragic human losses that go with 

them.(WC3,Vi, 208-9 ; WC3,Vii, 261 ; BT2, 139-162 ; IB7)  

   So, let me here quote Smith’s emphasis on just how the historical opportunities 

for exploration and mutually-beneficial international trade by the maritime 

powers of his day were mindlessly cast aside, where he warns, “…. nations have 

been taught that their interest consisted in beggaring all their neighbours. Each 

nation has been made to look with an invidious eye upon the prosperity of all the 

nations with which it trades, and to consider their gain as its own loss. 

Commerce, which ought naturally to be, among nations, as among individuals, a 

bond of union and friendship, has become the most fertile source of discord and 

animosity. The capricious ambition of kings and ministers has not, during the 

present and the preceding century, been more fatal to the repose of Europe than 

the impertinent jealousy of merchants and manufacturers. The violence and 

injustice of the rulers of mankind is an ancient evil, for which, I am afraid, the 

nature of human affairs can scarce admit of a remedy. But the mean rapacity, the 

monopolizing spirit of merchants and manufacturers, who neither are, nor ought 

to be, the rulers of mankind, though it cannot perhaps be corrected may very 

easily be prevented from disturbing the tranquillity of anybody but themselves.” 
(AS_WN, IV. 3. 38) 

   Yes indeed, providing only they would ‘get-the-message’, see the savings and 

enormous advantages of a cooperative trade-bonded peaceful world, - and put 

Smith’s challenge to the test. Instead, unfortunately, throughout and ever since 

Smith’s time the Western business world has maintained its ‘mercantile’ trading 

system essentially unchanged, its top sectors going to extraordinary lengths to 

obfuscate the reality of Smith’s messages into highly corrupted depictions of his 

Wealth of Nations that would make of him the strongest advocate of the 

mercantile ‘doctrine’ that ‘greed is good’; and thus to misrepresent him as an 

enthusiastic justifier of ‘anything goes that’s profitable’, such claimed to be the 

soundest way to strengthen economies. (AS_WN, IV. 7. 38  ;  IV.7.166 ; GK2, 3,4) 

   Hence, notwithstanding the fair dealing between ordinary folk and most small 

to medium-sized businesses, within upper echelon business circles,  corporations 

and special interest groups comparable to the ‘exclusive companies’ of Smith’s 

day operate in much the same way as then. Thus, as Corporations, Combines, 

Associated Companies, etc., these too function as powerful monopolies or 

closely-knit oligopolies which exert enormous control in their own favour, they 

having extraordinarily great influence throughout commercial, governmental and 

other societal areas. Indeed, large numbers of transnational corporations exert as 

much or more power than many governments, - in many situations attaining 
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decisive policy outcomes on their own. 

   Of course, these are anything but democratic outcomes, for as Lord Acton 

cautioned, “power corrupts, and great power corrupts absolutely.” And when as 

frequently occurs, corporations collude with one another, including highly 

influential media outlets, such determinative sway can become overwhelming, - 

overriding all democratic forms. Examples from recent times include 

Halliburton’s highly corrupt influence in the US’s run up to and conduct of the 

2003 attack on Iraq; corporate media influence in the US and on Australia’s 

involvement in the 2003 war on Afghanistan, and then Iraq; and today the dismal 

lack of effective Australian action on sustainable alternatives to the fast-reducing 

reserves of so many of the world’s resources including oil; and likewise, its 

massive coal exports, along with the lack of effective action to block impending 

climate change which threatens the direst consequences for all.(LA ; JaH ; FBR )  

Dire Outcomes from the US’s Militarized Economy 

   As all too clear, the vast investments required to create and maintain the 

military-industrial economy of the USA have long had devastating influences 

over all its national policies and outcomes.(GFK3) I begin with the US drive to 

trade a significant percentage of its annual output of armaments among allies and 

other states, including those of the Middle East in return for oil, states where it 

was deemed necessary to reinforce the power of selected leaders, examples being 

Iran, Iraq and Saudi Arabia, all leading to increasingly serious ‘blowback’ and 

other problems. For, politically and militarily this has led to the creation of 

grossly over-armed unstable regimes led by monstrous rulers who were well 

beyond control and now, like the Middle East itself, at war with the West as well 

as one another.   

Arms, Oil, Over-arming the ME, Blowbacks and How ISIS Looms Over all 

   Following WW2, it began with the empty claim that these oil-rich states must 

be armed to protect them from the USSR. Thus, in 1953 an intimate relationship 

developed between the US and the Shah of Iran, the US supplying Iran with 

increasing quantities of hi-tech conventional arms in exchange for oil. However, 

since over time the Shah, obsessed with the grandeur of his position, became 

more and more repressively brutal towards his own people, they finally deposed 

him, he fleeing to the US in 1979. On that, the US turned to Iraq, reversing that 

country’s terrorist status, increasing its purchases of oil and encouraging Saddam 

Hussein to attack Iran. That attack began in 1980, helped by increasing US 

support in economic credits, armaments, and military intelligence. By 1984 arms 

transfers (from many countries to both warring states) had grown enormously to 

many billions of dollars, much of the US’s channeled through Saudi Arabia, all 

paralleled by the vast toll in lives of innocent young Iraqis and Iranians. 
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   That war ended in August 1988 but by then the greatly-devastated highly-

indebted Iraq was re-cast as the US’s new-found enemy, one in need of early 

attention. And when due to a border dispute over oil Iraq invaded Kuwait in 

1990, came the US’s ‘shock and awe’ attack of 1991, involving 110,000 aerial 

sorties, 88,500 tons of bombs dropped on Iraq’s cities and peoples, attacks which 

also disabled its basic life-support civil infrastructure (water supply/purification, 

power stations, hospitals, schools, irrigation and sewage works, communications: 

– electronic, road, rail, bridges, and more.(CJ2, 225-6) Moreover, this was followed 

by 10 years of debilitating economic sanctions against its civil society, men, 

women and children, the entire community, - and with Iraq reduced to a pre-

industrial wreck, there was little left to crush. (CJ ; RC )  

   In the context of singling out guilty parties, all these attacks on civil 

populations were in total breach of universally-binding international law 

introduced post-WWII via US leadership in the wording of the UN Charter. 

Moreover, since at the conclusion of the 1991 Gulf War, the UN Security 

Council’s (ceasefire) Resolution 687 stipulated that abolition of Iraq’s weapons 

of mass destruction was integral to a reduction in the region’s grossly over-armed 

condition, yet both the US and Britain proceeded with their arms sales’ increases 

into the region, most strikingly to Saudi Arabia, Turkey and Israel.(PW, 8 ; IB1 12) 

   Unsurprisingly, Saudi Arabia was top of the sales list. The Carter Doctrine 

having long since stressed that all challenges to US access to Middle East oil 

would be met by military force, in 1983 the US Central Command accelerated the 

creation a vast system of civilian, military, and surveillance infrastructures 

throughout Saudi Arabia. The system included sea ports, airfields, deep 

underground hangars, command centres, and complex road networks. Added to 

these came masses of hi-tech weaponry, aircraft, missiles, rockets, tanks artillery, 

costing some $200 billions, all linked into government-to-government oil 

deals.(FL1 ; RC )  

   Here, a brief note on the effects of the Soviet Union’s retreat from Afghanistan, 

its decade-long occupation having failed when it signed the Geneva Accords of 

April 1988 agreeing to remove its troops, the last repatriated by February 15, 

1989. By this time the US had lost all interest in continuing to train Osama bin 

Laden and other Saudi Jihadists of the Mujahideen (precursor of the Taliban and 

Al Qaeda) which had been set up by the CIA to assist Afghanistan’s opposition to 

the USSR’s occupation. This prompted the Saudi Mujahideen fundamentalists to 

concentrate on countering further Americanization of their homeland. Initially 

those activities were brutally suppressed by the Saudi government, but such 

became progressively more difficult because of that government’s already strong 

support of Wahhadist fundamentalist Islamists. For, sharing an abhorrence of US 

influence, they were playing a major role in ‘educating’ Saudi youth, - natural 

recruits for violent reprisals, including terrorist activities abroad. Hence, the 
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greater the US presence, the stronger the dissident response, - until it reached US 

embassies abroad.(JSa6 ; CJ,139)  

   Thus, on August 8, 1989, in typical pay-back style, the Islamic response was 

two horrendous attacks on US embassies in Africa (Kenya and Tanzania). To 

break that mutually self-destructive cycle the US could have sought Osama bin 

Laden’s agreement to cease terrorist attacks (binding both sides). After all, with 

the Cold War close to over, why extend international tensions and mutually-

destructive pay-back attacks, as otherwise they would continue? But, tragically, 

instead the US response was to opt for the ‘war on terrorism’, what Madeline 

Albright termed the “War of the Future”, President Clinton on August 20, 1989, 

ordering a Tomahawk cruise missile attack on Sudan’s new Al Shifa 

pharmaceutical plant  recently completed to produce antibiotics and immunizing 

agents for its people and farm animals.(JB ; SH ; JSa4 ; IB1, Appendix J ; IB8, 61-3)  

Perhaps, not surprisingly then, in February, 1993, the World Trade Center was 

subjected to a truck bombing by Al Qaeda, the detonation killing 6 people and 

injuring about 1000. And on September 11, 2001, New York’s Twin Tower 

World Trade Center was rammed by two civil aircraft killing some 3000 people, 

15 of the 19 attackers being young Saudis. And then all Saudis  resident in the 

US, assisted to fly back to Saudi Arabia without investigation, much to the 

distress of highly-informed US citizens like Richard Clarke, Robert Bauer and 

Senator Bob Graham. (See BG;  Patriots Question 9/11: PQN)  

   Making things worse, initially the US placed all blame for the Twin Towers 

atrocity on Afghanistan, that country widely bombed and invaded. But, before 

long, focusing on Saddam Hussein and his country’s supposed “weapons of mass 

destruction” as the stated ‘reason’, the US invaded Iraq in 2003, that beginning 

with more ‘shock and awe’ aerial attacks on men, women and children. However, 

as since revealed Iraq, utterly devastated by repeated “shock and awe” and other 

bombings following the 1991 US attacks on its cities, people and infrastructure, - 

plus 10 years of debilitating sanctions, - was by then utterly devoid of weapons of 

mass destruction. Hence, with the 2003 invasion and further bombing, on May 3, 

2003 George W. Bush could declare ‘victory’.  

   At that stage, the hoped-for prospects might have appeared plain sailing, but the 

reality was totally different. Iraq had always represented a mix of Sunni and Shia 

populations and under Saddam the Sunnis were altogether dominant. So, when 

the US replaced Iraq’s Sunni leadership with Shias, the result was widespread 

violence, with blowback terrorism and civil war. The Sunni leadership was 

assumed and greatly expanded by ISIS’s Jordanian-born Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, 

and when he was killed in 2006 his ISIS forces re-formed in NW Iraq under Abu 

Bakr Baghdadi, they invading Syria, violently car-bombing Damascus and 

joining local rebels attempting to depose Syria’s Bashar al-Assad government. 

By 2013, Baghdadi’s forces had captured much of Syria, destroyed wide areas of 

cities and homes, killing and displacing large numbers of people.(JSa7 ; UNHCR ; 
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and see below) At the same time thousands of volunteer ISIS fighters came from 

Europe, Tunisia, Russia, etc. And in 2014, ISIS began its campaign to ‘take Iraq’, 

conquering many cities, and by July taking Mosul with its Great Mosque, 

Baghdadi proclaiming himself ‘ruler of the global Caliphate’ - some 5 million 

people.          

   As Jeffrey Sachs explained, although the Syrian war started as a relatively 

small civil war with rebels aiming to depose al-Assad, it rapidly became 

extremely violent in 2011 when (following a CIA plan) the US and its allies, 

Saudi Arabia and Turkey joined in, all three expecting to replace Assad’s Shia 

regime with a Sunni one. However, such outside military intervention, illegal 

under UN Charter Customary Law, was opposed by Russia and Iran, they too 

entering the struggle. Looking for added support, the US and allies ‘flooded Syria 

with Sunni jihadists’, essentially Baghdadi’s super-violent ISIS forces, a clearly 

disastrous move since ISIS’s destruction and killing practices were always totally 

indiscriminate: homes, families, hospitals, - nothing off limits. Moreover, Sachs’ 

point about “….a cynical miscalculation that these proxies would do their dirty 

work and then somehow be pushed aside” (JSa7) must be taken very seriously 

because it is altogether clear that ISIS always commits as much terror and 

destruction as they possibly can. Indeed by now, as UNHCR report  makes plain, 

the damage done is not just catastrophic but still rapidly increasing.   

   Thus, according to data from Sachs, and UNHCR, this expanded Syrian war 

which started as a small-scale civil conflict has already caused 400,000 deaths 

and the displacement of 10 million citizens, half needing humanitarian assistance, 

6.3 million being food insecure, 4 million as expatriate refugees; 3 in 4 

households living in poverty and life expectancy cut by 20 years. Moreover, as 

indicated above, all that began in 2011 via a clearly illegal interventionist 

process, one proceeding still, - with no end in sight. And this notwithstanding 

that, as UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Philippo Grandi, stresses, “Syria 

is the biggest humanitarian and refugee crisis of our time, a continuing cause of 

suffering for millions”.(JSa7 ; UNHCR_Syria)  

   Hence, as Sachs points out, the current international military interventions in 

Syria should be promptly reversed, such insisted on by all members of the UN 

Security Council, none of which should have illegally engaged that way in the 

first place. For, as he emphasizes, “….stop the refugee surge by ending the 

Syrian war immediately. This can be accomplished by ending the CIA-Saudi 

alliance to overthrow Bashar al-Assad, thereby enabling Assad (with Russian 

and Iranian backing) to defeat the Islamic State and stabilize Syria (with a 

similar approach in neighboring Iraq). America’s addiction to regime change (in 

Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, and Syria) is the deep cause of Europe’s refugee crisis. 

End the addiction, and the recent refugees could return home.”(JSa8)  

Acordingly, sane collaboration within the Security Council must lead to the total 
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disengagement of outside powers, they at the same time undertaking special 

measures to get ISIS and any other non-state actors totally out of the picture.   

   Yet as we know this may prove extremely difficult because of ISIS’s deliberate 

intentions to be destructively disruptive to the Nth degree, not just of the US and 

the rest of the West, but of Islamic people, both Shias and Sunnis, their homes, 

towns, cities, countries alike, for that is exactly what is well advanced, as we see 

in Iraq, in Syria and in a scattered ‘micro’ way in various countries across the 

world. For, with some 10 million displaced Syrians so far, there is no indication 

that such displacements may not continue to expand. Indeed, it is as if ISIS is 

deliberately destructive of Islamic societies, just as Cambodian society destroyed 

itself following its massive indiscriminate bombing by the US towards the end of 

the Vietnam war, a high proportion of Cambodians then falling into an insane 

suicidal frame of mind. So, it may be that current ISIS leaders can think of 

nothing else but to destroy everything and everyone in the Middle East, the West 

and elsewhere. Obviously, that is not a happy prospect for anyone since, as with 

corporations these ‘non-state actors’ are entirely self-generated, owing allegiance 

to no state or responsible humane cause. Accordingly, one cannot readily see a 

way to block their lunatic violence in the Middle East or beyond, their 

indiscriminate killing, wounding and wholesale displacement of populations 

which always follows ISIS’s ever-expanding destruction of homes, schools, 

hospitals, factories and market places. 

      A recent Project Syndicate paper by Jeffrey Sachs (JSa9) maintains that since 

they are far outnumbered, the forces of ISIS can readily be overcome. However, 

this is treating them as if they are a standing national army rather than a guerilla-

style self-generating force. That is, one spontaneously regenerating from a 

distressed ‘mother’ population, ever mindful of fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, 

children, lost in US anti-civilian aerial terrorist attacks over the decades, 

unsupportable illegal attacks causing enormous human suffering contributing to 

the massive population displacements Jeffrey Sachs is drawing attention to. And 

that adds to the prospect that ISIS may well be able to continue its world-wide 

catastrophic threat as long as its inner thoughts drive it mad, it thereby remaining 

far from a readily-overcome force.  

   So, in view of this continuing world-wide catastrophic threat, is it just possible 

that, as proposed by George Kennan, the West’s leading power, the US will seek 

real solutions to all irrational violence via the efforts of suitably-informed wise 

US leadership.(GFK3, 3,4) Certainly not more ‘reflex’ military responses which 

have for so long generated such terrible humanitarian assaults, but instead 

solutions requiring deep historical insights and wisdom derived from ideas 

originating from such universally-revered figures as, Jesus of Nazareth, Edward 

Gibbon, Adam Smith, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, Senator William J. 

Fulbright, Barbara Tuchman, Thomas Berry, Dwight D. Eisenhower, George F. 

Kennan, Norman Cousins, Jeffrey Sachs, James K. Galbraith, Joseph Stiglitz, 
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Gavin Kennedy, Emma Rothschild, E.O. Wilson, and Pope Francis, Bishop of 

Rome,  - for example. For the straightforward principles such people espouse(d), 

once applied with justice to everyday affairs, devoid of all cheating of the under-

privileged, would deflect all militarism and other forms of aggression in favour 

of honest dealing in all fields and levels of human endeavor. Indeed, such a fresh 

start is critical since without it, one can see only aggressively-competing societies 

continuing ‘winner takes all’ one-upmanship, trade and war, and hence, 

following an all too dismal historical record, and thus pursuing an inexorably 

painful decline to the bottom, joint extinction. 

 What Prospects for a New World Start ? 

   Of the many vital issues at stake, I will focus on just three, the military, the 

economic, - and environmental sustainability, these being closely connected areas 

since, if corrupted thinking invades any one, it will contaminate all. I begin with 

corrupted economic thinking about the post-WW2 economy of the United States. 

As outlined above, the anticipated serious post-war decline in US economic 

activity was prevented by instituting an ongoing post-WW2 high-output nuclear 

and conventional arms output allegedly justified by the need for a so-called ‘Cold 

War’ that for over four decades stood the world on the brink of nuclear 

annihilation. Clearly, that was (and remains) an unimaginably evil universally 

hazardous way of dealing with the West’s long-standing economic instability.  

(GFK2 ; GFK3 ; p 16-18 above)  Further, as George Kennan realized, since the Cold War 

with its ever-present threat of nuclear war continued for decades, many 

unfortunate effects on American society emerged: its total dependence on nuclear 

and other military production which pervaded all levels of society in all its States; 

the false sense of security; the need to make this military production investment 

‘pay’ via arms exports; the false fears of an attack initiated by the Soviet Union; 

the unnecessarily-generated prospect of nuclear war which would devastate 

people the world over. In 1987, on these and other consequences Kennan 

recorded, “And it is not only the external effects of this dreadful progression that 

we must take account of. Hand in hand with it has gone, and must continue to go, 

a serious weakening of American society and an impairment of American 

democracy. It has led to the emergence of a military-industrial establishment of 

such dimensions that it has become the greatest single factor in our economic 

life, overshadowing the peaceful and constructive elements of the American 

economy and in some respects encroaching on them and replacing them. It is an 

establishment largely outside the perimeter of democratic control, as Eisenhower 

so clearly perceived it might be. Constituting as it now does the greatest single 

purchaser in the American market, with all the power that implies, anchored in 

long-term contractual obligations that defy the normal annual budgetary 

discretion of Congress, its tentacles now reaching into almost every 

congressional district and distorting the electoral situations wherever they reach, 

this military-industrial establishment has become a veritable addiction of 

American society - an addiction from which American society could no longer 
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free itself without the most severe withdrawal pains. Were the Soviet Union to 

sink tomorrow under the waters of the ocean, the American military-industrial 

complex would have to go on, substantially unchanged, until some other 

adversary could be invented. Anything else would be an unacceptable shock to 

the American economy. The truth of the matter is that the greater portion of 

American society that lies outside the defense establishment is rapidly falling in a 

position resembling that of much of civilian society in northern Europe toward 

the end of the Thirty Years' War: reduced to trailing behind the armies as camp-

followers, hoping to live off the remnants from the military stores and kitchens.” 
(GFK3, 1-4) 

    Yes, indeed, as is Kennan’s conclusion that the outcomes from this military-

industrial establishment leave the majority American non-militarily-engaged civil 

society as disadvantaged poor cousins. And yet this militarily-contrived economy 

is still extremely fragile due to uncertainty as to whether future unstable domestic 

and world economic conditions will provide enough stimulus to offset the 

increasingly severe asymmetrical distributions of created wealth. Moreover, as 

Kennan points out, it being by far the US economy’s major sector, the financial 

capitalization and maintenance outlays to fund its nuclear arms industry, the 

DoD, DoE, and myriad conventional arms industries decade on decade, - along 

with military and security bases across the world, is so enormous that it cannot be 

sustained without even further undercutting civil society’s vital economic needs. 

And although the current system may be extended by extracting even more 

wealth from the US’s middle and lower echelons and further exploiting foreign 

credit and environmental resources, such is not extendable for long. Indeed, the 

precarious state of the US and other world economies calls for an urgent re-think 

on what might make them work to the benefit of all, while simultaneously 

preserving the environment on which all economies depend, – thus making them 

truly sustainable in the long term – this requiring the removal of all military 

props! 

   That ‘rethink’ returns us to George Kennan’s proposal for a top level advisory 

body to consider, and recommend measures to reduce the kinds of international 

frictions that have led to disastrous counter-productive wars over past centuries, 

frictions like the ones seriously destabilizing the political world of today. For, 

now, as then, many issues are at base economic in the sense that they derive from 

the continuation of long-held practices of the mercantile political economy of 

Adam Smith’s day, - that economy taking full advantage of earlier feudal 

practices of monopoly and ruthless foreign exploitation as it entered the modern 

industrial era. For, he was greatly concerned that the extended failure to 

recognize that such connections, coupled to the existence of nuclear weapons 

(still regarded as ‘usable’!) could well result in suicidal world war.   

   To prevent such a possibility in the present era, I suggest a two-stage approach, 

an initial stop-gap one to head off any unanticipated international conflict which 
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might emerge from current stand-offs, that allowing time to prepare for the much 

needed deep consideration of social and economic arrangements to provide the 

essential life-support and security for societies across the world, such enabling 

them to engage and trade with one another free of monopolies, other scams and 

artificial barriers, much as Adam Smith had in mind. In other words, with 

fairness and justice via honest exchange in trade and ideas. For that result is what 

Smith believed essential to get right away from the privilege-based stratified 

mercantile system which used monopoly and other forms of cheating the under-

privileged, to one that provided mutual satisfaction to all parties. And hence well-

satisfied peaceful societies and a world free of war.  

      Accordingly, I wonder if for such a first stage, the West’s leading power, the 

US, would consider a carefully-selected ‘team’ to advise on possible ways to 

resolve the Western world’s current interlocking crises, such inevitably requiring 

the cooperation of the United Nations plus member nations across the world. For, 

in the economic and politico-military areas alone, deepening crises require urgent 

action to reverse them lest unexpectedly they become uncontrollable. Not just re. 

the Middle East, but Europe with its in-coming displaced populations, Russia’s 

responses to NATO’s pressure, and South East Asia re. China’s South China Sea 

claims. With all such regions already vastly over-armed conventionally (and 

many nuclear) it is tempting fate to simply wait and see. For, as in the lead up to 

WWI, the enormous arms accumulations reduced stability which increased 

uncertainty - until eventually all were convinced of ‘the inevitable’, they 

gambling on victory with compensating rewards. But, as economic historian Paul 

Kennedy relates, all nations initially involved emerged horribly damaged, Russia 

for example losing some 30 million lives. (PK, 359-60, 367; ` above, p.6,7) And now 

today, as the spiraling costs of modern arms continue to go on escalating among 

nations whose GDP and civil investments are growing faster than the West’s, it 

seems a good time to shift gears to something politically and economically 

sustainable while there is time. For otherwise, like WW1, something relatively 

trivial such as an ISIS ‘spark’ could set off the wider war that goes nuclear, - all 

going down together. For today any modern war, no matter where it starts, would 

soon expand disastrously, degrading all societies, their economies and natural  

environments, destroying, polluting and diverting resources from essential 

infrastructure needs everywhere. And since economies the world over are already 

in the doldrums, with such deep shocks they would likely not recover.        

   But turning now to the enquiry’s suggested second stage, the vitally important 

gathering of minds in a calm setting to enable well thought out measures to 

provide the world with a secure future backed by political economies that take 

full account of conditions essential for long-term environmental sustainability. 

Should that be approved, I request that panel members bear in mind the following 

points relevant to a sustainable future of life on earth, including the many others 

made in Pope Francis’ Encyclical Letter of May  2015, entitled, Laudato Si: On 

Care of Our Common Home. (FBR)   
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The Ultimate Economy-based Environmental Challenge 

   As indicated above, over the past 250 years following the birth of the Industrial 

Revolution, the ‘traditional’ top-priority approach to wealth maximization has 

been full-on industrial production, the needs of consumers a minimal 

consideration.(AS_WN, IV.8.49 ; IV.8.54) Hence, the ever-increasing rates of 

production, especially over the last 100 years, these having had the most 

devastating environmental consequences. And here too demanding urgent 

correction, we have the related parallel issue of the striking ever-widening 

divisions across society, wealth concentrating upwards into a tiny sector, want 

and poverty in the major lower sector. Indeed, this has produced such gross 

inequities and market imbalances that, uncorrected, it guarantees economies 

plagued by injustice, instability and clear liability to ongoing depression.  

   Another fast-approaching calamity is that this continuing full-on limitless 

production is rapidly approaching unsustainability simply because the world of 

Nature itself has in-built limits to what it can bear before it deteriorates 

catastrophically, finally collapsing and denying everyone the source of all that’s 

vitally essential for sustenance, - for life itself. Indeed, by now that is what many 

in the lower orders of society already endure from their immersion in it, - what 

informed scientists have for many years been forecasting, and what Pope Francis, 

Bishop of Rome, has so clearly underlined in his wondrously informed 

Encyclical Letter, Laudato Si: On Care Of Our Common Home. (FBR ; JG2)   

   Now lest that appear mere conjecture, let me outline an example of just how far 

we have travelled down that road. Based on Daniel Yergin’s The Prize: The Epic 

Quest for Oil, Money and Power, just consider this history of the earth’s mineral 

oil following its ‘discovery’ in August 1859 when ‘Colonel’ Drake struck it at 75 

feet while drilling in northern Pennsylvania. Recovered in greater quantities by 

the turn of the century it was adapted as a fuel for the newly-developed ‘internal 

combustion engines’, like Henry Ford’s T-model and farm vehicles.(DY)  

Laudable uses but subsequent extraction rates, accelerating enormously over the 

years should have been recognized as a problem. For, derived from earlier life 

forms, oil was clearly a finite resource. Vitally essential, therefore, to strictly 

limit extraction rates pending development of alternative sources to fossil fuel 

power, lubricants, fertilizers, plastics etc. in sufficient quantities, using solar, 

algal or other means. (E_Sol ; JSh) Otherwise future generations (our children and 

theirs) would be let down, their economies and ways of life thrown into ‘reverse’ 

chaos. 

   However, as Yergin reveals, throughout the history of oil, no attempts even to 

plan such programs across the world were made by any oil industry or 

government authority. Indeed, this obvious obligation to the world’s progeny was 

side-stepped, its inevitable consequences ignored or simply shrugged off. Instead 
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the world continued to engage in a totally uninhibited international trade race to 

extract and market oil at the greatest rates possible, they having no plans for 

future generations. Thus in 1948, within 90 years of its initial discovery, its daily 

rate of extraction - 8.7 million barrels, - had by 1972 risen some 5 times to 42 

million barrels. And yet by 1950, the industry itself had estimated that at current 

rates, proven reserves would last but 19 years. Further, by 1972, notwithstanding 

what Yergin termed “….the intoxicating increase in consumption and the pell-

mell pace of production, the estimated reserve life was thirty-five years.” Not the 

least reassuring for any in following generations, - and yet still no plans for long-

term conservation or programs for substitute algal or other possible oil sources, 

just continuation of the “intoxicating increase in consumption and the pell-mell 

pace of production” capped by on-going efforts to maximize its marketing and 

sales. (E_Sol ; JSh) All short-term thinking, reflecting the kind of mind-set that had 

always characterized the conduct of mercantile economies across the world. 

Indeed, such conduct mirrored the long-established attitudes of the privileged few 

at the top. Hence, rights to the advantages of monopolies, oligopolies, 

corporations which as long blessed in law, shielded their gains from the normal 

competition of fair trade. Moreover, the kind of limited mind-set that is incapable 

of feeling accountable for the inevitable exhaustion of resources essential for 

future generations ‘in the long-term’, which in many cases could end up being 

extremely short.  

   Now, that kind of thinking may have gained acceptance across the Empires of 

Old Europe and much of the West until the late 19th Century, yet for any still-

aspiring Democracy like that of the US, such attitudes were mystifyingly 

inappropriate since a level economic playing field is central not only to economic 

justice, but to democratic function. Indeed, without it Democracy fails, it being 

no longer sustainable, the term reduced to a sham. In the present and medium 

term, moreover, just as crucially for all concerned, neither is the economy 

because the trading system itself is at serious risk as it runs into all the 

imbalances derived from inequality’s ‘lack of demand’, and other failures derived 

from class-driven unearned privilege, - the Global Financial Crisis for example, 

and its seriously lingering widespread economic paralysis about which financial 

and other wealthy corporations display total unconcern.  

  Yet, in any democracy the concerns of the majority must determine the role of 

governments, federal, state, and municipal, which between them have the power 

to generate resources needed to reinvigorate the economy. For that is readily 

attainable via serious investment towards the restoration of infrastructure, public 

education, health, housing, legal-aid, small business microfinance, etc., the 

various areas advocated by a host of today’s insightfully wise economists, 

including Joseph Stiglitz and Hamid Rashid.(JES_HR) And, as noted, while the 

earlier background to such pleas included many decades of diminishing 

remuneration to society’s middle and lower echelons (they unable to provide 

effective demand) it then grew out of the financially-contrived housing bubble 
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which, beginning in 2000, ballooned and rupturing in 2007/2008 resulted not 

only in further catastrophic drops in demand, but extremes of widespread societal 

deprivation.(US_FCIC ; JaKG4 ; WB) 

   But returning to ‘economic’ assaults on the environment, the modern history of 

oil was but one example of literally hundreds. For one has only to recall the 

current climatic challenge growing year by year from ever-expanding inputs of 

industrial carbon dioxide; how this atmospheric gas traps more and more solar 

heat which destabilizes the earth’s weather patterns via increasing oceanic 

temperatures; and by dissolving and acidifying its waters it is seriously damaging 

reefs and their dependent species. For example, the growing damage to 

Australia’s Great Barrier Reef, that damage, continuing apace, having no plan to 

reverse it. Besides which we face: rising sea levels; the catastrophic outcomes of 

over-fishing; rapidly reducing fresh water sources (rivers, lakes, subterranean 

basins) from over-extraction and pollution; gross top-soil erosion/loss; soil 

fertility depletion, all with the obvious threats these changes pose to the world’s 

food supplies, clean water and the air all breathe; just as all living creatures are 

daily subject to the toxic effects of the myriads of chemicals released daily into 

our common environment.(JaH  ; RW ; TB ; FBR)   

   That and much more is widely understood as noxious threats, not only to 

human existence, but to the entire world of nature, as Pope Francis stresses in his 

highly informed Encyclical Letter in which he appeals to all who are willing to 

cooperate in restoring the health of an increasingly damaged environment 

resulting from excessive uncontrolled economic activity. For as he emphasizes, 

the problem is not trade as such, which as we know could be straightforward, fair 

and mutually beneficial to all parties, whether individuals, businesses or 

countries; but when ‘trade’ is deliberately corrupted to give unfair advantage to a 

covertly ‘privileged’ grossly over-producing sector, it ends up disadvantaging the 

rest of society, diminishing their economic prospects and doing untold damage to 

the world of Nature, - on which all economies critically depend. In other words, 

it is essential that human societies reform themselves, recognizing that we must 

respect humans’ place in the overall scheme of things and re-develop our 

economies so they are underwritten by principles of justice which recognize the 

absolute requirement for a healthy environment, together with a fair-trading 

economy devoid of privileged individuals’ ‘winner takes all’ practices.(TB ; RW ; 

FBR ) 

   Accordingly there can be no case that ‘justifies’ destructive effects on natural 

environments. For, as detailed by Ronald Wright and many others, losses of 

natures’ assets (its natural capital)  must be matched by compensatory gains and 

so minimized, - for otherwise we continue to head for the bottom. Moreover, as 

all may agree, there can be no place in any fair-trading system for aggressive 

combative behavior, let alone overt war, the effects of which are manifestly 

destructive , - indeed, more and more so in ‘modern’ times. Moreover, as Adam 
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Smith in Wealth of Nations consistently pointed out, the mercantile political 

economy which had emerged in the 15th century from the trading and colonizing 

practices of Europe’s maritime powers, was distinctly combative towards both 

colonized peoples and (fighting over the spoils) one another. And tragically that 

reality is something current world business leaders are unwilling to recognize, 

discuss, come to terms with and correct, such by-passed in favour of totally false 

misrepresentations of Smith as a champion of unrestrained competitive greed. 

Hence, the present conclusion that societies have thus been left with an ailing 

economy in a dismal unworkable mess, a mess which, until rectified, sentences 

succeeding generations to progressively diminishing environmental, economic, 

societal and personal/family prospects.(RW ; TB ; AS_WN ; FBR ) 

  So, can we come to a clearer realization as to just how our Western civilization, 

with all its brilliant technical attainments, has nevertheless brought on itself  such 

societal and environmental disarray that, despite the clear signs of impending 

catastrophe, we continue to ignore, thus going ever deeper into unsustainable 

territory?  For, by following corrupt feudal and other faulty models from the past, 

we have managed to perpetuate economically-stratified societies that are 

incoherent, in effect ‘at war’ across themselves, the well-to-do tiny minority 

focusing on increasing their ‘rewards’ at the expense of others. And while that 

comes partly by extracting wealth from society’s lower orders, an increasingly 

greater proportion derives from full-on land clearance, resource extraction and 

commodity production, - this stealing more and more of the environment’s 

Natural capital from present and future generations. Indeed, the sheer magnitude 

of the world-wide consequences of this process, coupled to the signs of very 

serious resource depletions, Arctic warming and many other climatic effects, 

including those on human health, gives warning that no time be lost before urgent 

measures are taken to get human society to get engaged, before we reach the 

point of no return!  
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Appendix 1 

Adam Smith’s Understanding of the Mercantile Political Economy  
 

Professor Gavin Kennedy,   
Emeritus Professor of Economic History,   

Heriot-Watt University,   

Edinburgh, EH14 4AS,  

United Kingdom.  

   Hereunder, three short excerpts taken from the work of Professor Gavin 

Kennedy, highly distinguished economic historian whose professional life has 

revolved around penetrating studies of Adam Smith and his works, these excerpts 

providing a concise summary of Smith’s estimation of the business trading 

economy, the ‘mercantile political economy’.  
http://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com.au/2011/02/what-is-wrong-with-mercantile-political.html 

“Mercantile political economy is associated with the centralizing states in European 

history and the ambitions of kings and princes when faced with dynastic challenges and 

jealous rivals. Trade was seen as an adjunct of war, and vice versa. Kings saw 

mercantile development as an instrument of state power and, of course, this growing 

http://www.muhammadyunus.org/
mailto:ian.buckley@anu.edu.au
http://www.anu.edu.au/emeritus/members/pages/ian_buckley/IKBhome.html
http://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com.au/2011/02/what-is-wrong-with-mercantile-political.html
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power had a heavy price in the casualties of wars between and among neighbours, and 

in more distant regions of the world coming with increasing sailing distances achieved 

by shipping expeditions that proved anything but benign in the centuries that followed.” 

 

“Such was the momentum of mercantile political economy and state glory in the 

last quarter of the 18th century that when an opportunity presented itself to 

British legislators and those who influenced them with the forced withdrawal 

from the former British colonies after the war from 1776, and as advised by 

Adam Smith in the very last paragraph of Wealth Of Nations (about Britain 

adapting its mercantile colony ambitions to the ‘mediocrity of its 

circumstances’), Britain, instead, carried on as normal (learning nothing and 

forgetting everything) aggressively reinforcing what it held in Eastern Canada, 

the Caribbean, South Africa, and India, and founding a new ’empire’ in what 

became Australia, western Canada, Asia and the Pacific. From this consequence 

came continual wars in Europe, intensified rivalries and more wars among 

potential trading partners, new shameful aggressions in Asia (for which China 

still bears old grudges) and gross wastage of human life, ‘treasure, stalled 

modernization (increasingly captured by new trading powers on the Continent), 

and dangerous militarisations in Europe that culminated in two ‘world’ wars and 

several million deaths, and the introduction and spread of a new world force, 

communism, which killed many millions more.” 

 
“Mercantile states left Britain by the 18th century stuck with the false ideas legislated 

by ambitious Kings, Queens, Courtiers, merchants and legislators, such as the 

Apprentices Statutes (to promote quality tradesmen and their products, which created 

legalized monopolies that raised prices and restricted competition); Trade Guilds 

(aimed at quality assurance and protected incomes that raised prices, restricted 

competition and innovation); Settlement Acts (to cope with local poor burdens and 

vagabonds that prevented movement of unemployed labour and localized poverty); and 

the Navigation Acts that aimed to promote a larger domestic marine trade necessary 

for defence of an island (raised prices, diverted capital into foreign trade and restricted 

competition, and promoted wars).”…… “Mercantile political economy is a dead-end.” 

 

Taken from Gavin Kennedy’s blogspot 
“ADAM SMITH’S LOST LEGACY”  Saturday, February 26, 2011. See under 

What Is Wrong With Mercantile Political Economy?  by Ian Fletcher. 

Gavin Kennedy’s response appears at ‘Comment’ under,  

‘Adam Smith no ideologue  
http://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com.au/2011/02/what-is-wrong-with-mercantile-political.html 

 

On this and all other issues related to Adam Smith, - his ideas and wise counsel, I 

highly recommend Gavin Kennedy’s books, articles and online blog, including 

the full transcript covering the above-quoted material. (GK2, 3,4) 

 

http://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com/search/label/Adam%20Smith%20no%20ideologue
http://adamsmithslostlegacy.blogspot.com.au/2011/02/what-is-wrong-with-mercantile-political.html
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Appendix 2 

George F. Kennan 
Fmr. Ambassador to the Soviet Union and formulator of the US post-WW2 containment policy  

Foreword to Norman Cousins’ The Pathology of Power  

W. W. Norton, New York,1987. (NC) 

“When the first nuclear weapon was exploded over Hiroshima, and in the years 

immediately following, a number of weighty and impressive voices could be 

heard, pointing out that the emergence of destructive power of this magnitude 

invalidated the greater part of traditional thinking about the relationship of war to 

national policy and calling for the adoption of a new mindset - a new way of 

looking at things, one based on the recognition that war was no longer a rational 

option for great industrial powers and that other means would have to be found to 

resolve the conflicts of interest that would always be bound to arise among them. 

In some instances, these demands came from the great intellects of the day. 

Those of Albert Einstein and Bertrand Russell are well known, and have been 

frequently republished. Less well known are those of certain of the military 

leaders, particularly those mentioned in this volume - Generals Douglas 

MacArthur and Dwight Eisenhower (others, notably Lord Mountbatten, might 

also have been cited). All of these men perceived the suicidal quality of the 

nuclear weapon and the danger in allowing it to become the basis of defense 

postures and the object of international competition. All of them spoke with a 

great sense of urgency. All went to their deaths hoping, surely, that their 

warnings would not fall on deaf ears and that a new generation of leaders would 

recognize that we were all living in a world of new political- strategic realities 

and would draw the necessary conclusions. 

Unfortunately, this has not happened. For thirty years past these warning voices 

have been disregarded in every conceivable respect. There has been no new 

mindset. There has been no recognition of the revolutionary uniqueness of the 

weapons of mass destruction, no recognition of their sterility as weapons, no 

recognition of the dangers of their unlimited development. On the contrary, the 

nuclear explosive has come to be treated as just another weapon, vastly superior 

to others, of course, in the capacity for indiscriminate destruction, but subject to 
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the same rules and conventions that had governed conventional weaponry and its 

uses in past ages. The suicidal quality of these devices has been ignored. They 

have been made subject to the primitive assumption that the value of a weapon is 

simply proportionate to its destructiveness, and that the more you have of any 

weapon, in relation to the similar holdings of your adversary, the more secure 

you are. Coherent political purpose has been lost sight of behind the calculations 

of sheer destructibility and the fascination of numbers. And all those 

psychological distortions that had been allowed to accompany armed conflict in 

the prenuclear age have come to be applied to the competition in the development 

of this form of weaponry: the same exaggerations of enemy iniquity and 

capabilities, the same excesses of chauvinistic self-righteousness, the same thirst 

for unconditional surrender and total victory, the same mad assumptions that out 

of vast destruction and suffering there could come something called "victory," 

and that this would ensure the emergence of a better world. People have gone on, 

in other words, behaving as though this were 1916 instead of 1986 and as though 

the nuclear weapon were only some new species of artillery. This was, of course, 

precisely what the Einsteins and the Eisenhowers and the others had tried to warn 

about. 

We can see today the result of this rejection. After the passage of some thirty 

years, the security of this country has not been improved; never, in fact, was it 

more endangered than it is now. The nuclear arsenals have grown to absurd and 

monstrous dimensions - far beyond anything that even the most sanguine military 

logic could justify. Their very numbers have made them a potential danger to the 

world environment. The proliferation of nuclear weaponry into other hands, some 

of them far less responsible than those of the original nuclear powers, goes on 

apace, as it was bound to do, so long as the superpowers placed no restrictions 

upon their own cultivation of it. And to this whole process - the nightmarish 

growth of the arsenals and the dangerous proliferation of the nuclear capability. 

There is no limit in sight. So far as we, the civilian laymen, are allowed to see, 

the process is supposed to go on indefinitely, into a future where every sort of 

outcome is conceivable except a happy one - a future so remote as to reach into a 

time when those who are now promoting it will be long gone; and there can be no 

telling in whose hands this awesome responsibility will then rest. 

And it is not only the external effects of this dreadful progression that we must 

take account of. Hand in hand with it has gone, and must continue to go, a serious 

weakening of American society and an impairment of American democracy. It 

has led to the emergence of a military- industrial establishment of such 

dimensions that it has become the greatest single factor in our economic life, 

overshadowing the peaceful and constructive elements of the American economy 

and in some respects encroaching on them and replacing them. It is an 

establishment largely outside the perimeter of democratic control, as Eisenhower 

so clearly perceived it might be. Constituting as it now does the greatest single 

purchaser in the American market, with all the power that implies, anchored in 
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long-term contractual obligations that defy the normal annual budgetary 

discretion of Congress, its tentacles now reaching into almost every 

congressional district and distorting the electoral situations wherever they reach, 

this military-industrial establishment has become a veritable addiction of 

American society - an addiction from which American society could no longer 

free itself without the most severe withdrawal pains. Were the Soviet Union to 

sink tomorrow under the waters of the ocean, the American military-industrial 

complex would have to go on, substantially unchanged, until some other 

adversary could be invented. Anything else would be an unacceptable shock to 

the American economy. The truth of the matter is that the greater portion of 

American society that lies outside the defense establishment is rapidly falling in a 

position resembling that of much of civilian society in northern Europe toward 

the end of the Thirty Years' War: reduced to trailing behind the armies as camp-

followers, hoping to live off the remnants from the military stores and kitchens. 

So vast a peacetime defense establishment has demanded, of course, as a 

counterpart indispensable to its rationale, an adversary proportionate to it - 

proportionate in its alleged iniquity, in the presumed intensity of its hostility, and 

in the immensity of the armed power with which it was supposed to confront us. 

This counterpart was found, in the form of the Soviet Union; and the forbidding 

image has been assiduously built up and nurtured, as it had to be, over the course 

of several decades. It was not that the reality of Soviet power provided no 

sustenance at all for the development of this image. The Soviet Union did indeed 

present problems for the statesmen of the West. The apparently inordinate size of 

its armed forces; its post-war position astride the eastern half of the continent; its 

fading but still perceptible world-revolutionary rhetoric; the forbidding aspect of 

the Stalin regime, surviving down to 1953; its obsession with secrecy; the 

anxious isolation of its people from normal contact with the outside world; and 

the persistent presence within its political-military establishment of an element no 

less militarized in its thinking and no less inclined to think in terms of some 

ultimate military showdown than some of those who confronted it on our side of 

the line: all these were real phenomena. What was wrong was not that they 

should be taken into account, as they had to be. What was wrong was that they 

became subject, at the hands of those who cultivated this image, to a regime of 

oversimplification, exaggeration, misinterpretation, and propagandistic distortion 

that had the cumulative effect of turning a serious but not unmanageable problem 

into what appeared to many people to be a hopeless, insoluble one - insoluble, 

that is, other than by some sort of apocalyptic military denouement. So 

assiduously was this image cultivated that it became with the years part of the 

stock-in-trade of the electronic media, subject to all their propensities for over 

dramatization and vulgarization, pounded into the public mind day after day by 

one visual impression after the other, until the wicked Russian became the 

common villain of the spy-story and the common nightmare of children. Behind 

this curtain of self-delusion and self-hypnosis the real image of Soviet society 
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retired farther and farther into the shadows, remote from the vision and the 

attention of the wider reaches of American society. It was thus that a 

discriminating relationship between two of the world's greatest societies also fell 

victim to those same tendencies of thought - that same militarization, that same 

ignoring of the realities of the time, that same inability to relate military 

considerations realistically to the other concerns of our society - against which 

the warnings had been uttered. 

This great distortion of vision was of course never the entire picture. The 

attitudes it produced have been flanked at every turn by other ones - more 

critically thoughtful, more penetrating and realistic. But these two tendencies, 

most unfortunately, have never been reconciled in official American thinking. 

They have been allowed to exist side by side; and such is the nature of the 

American political system that it has proven politically expedient for established 

authority not to try to reconcile them; for this would have implied an intellectual 

responsibility too heavy for most of those in political life. It was easier to try to 

appease both bodies of thought - one out of the right-hand pocket, the other out of 

the left-hand one - while trying to let each think it was having its way. The result 

has been an attitude toward the Soviet Union that can only be described as half 

war and half peace. Summit meetings, the façade of normal diplomatic relations, 

cultural and scientific exchange programs, a little trade (where demanded by 

some domestic-political lobby), and a modicum of peaceful tourism: these have 

been permitted to proceed with at least a pretence of normality. But back of them 

all the machinery of the great military establishment, and above all of the related 

intelligence and internal security systems, has ground along in its own ponderous, 

relentless way, largely remote from political observation or control, basing itself 

daily on working assumptions that could not have been much different had one 

known with a certainty that all-out war with the Soviet Union was both inevitable 

and impending. To which fact has to be added the recognition, so amply 

supported by historical example, that to believe a war to be inevitable, and to act 

accordingly, is the best way to make it so. 

The conclusion to which all this points is one of great gravity, but it is 

inescapable. The problem posed by the discovery and development of nuclear 

weaponry has proved to be one too large for the normal political system of this 

country. The qualities of mind required - one cannot say for its solution (that goes 

too far) but for coping with it in ways that do not spell utter disaster - are not ones 

encouraged by active participation in the political process. Intellectual leadership 

as opposed to the catering to mass reaction; the long view as opposed to the short 

one; the readiness to accept immediate hardship and to take the immediate risks 

with a view to averting much greater ones in the distant future; the insistence on 

tackling the schizophrenia that now prevails in American attitudes toward Russia 

and working out an attitude that will have both soundness and consistency - these 

things are not for the legislator with another election looming imminently before 

him; they are not for the official caught up in the vast networks of modern 
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governmental bureaucracies and subservient to the primitive assumptions on 

which these latter usually operate; they are not for the political leader daily 

measuring his popularity by the reactions of the television screens and the 

opinion polls, harried hourly by a thousand different duties and problems of his 

office, and beholden in countless ways to the impressive posture and the effective 

slogan for the success of his effort. One can conceive of help coming, in these 

circumstances, only from some sort of a permanent outside body advisory to the 

president - a body of men and women (and not too many of them) made wise by 

natural aptitude and long experience in the ways of the world, people wholly 

disengaged (at least at this stage of their careers) from the political process, 

people enjoying sufficient public respect and confidence so that their views 

would carry weight - a body of senior statesmen, in short, capable of supplying 

the president with precisely that sort of thoughtful and measured advice in the 

great matters of war and peace that he is unlikely to get from the men normally 

around him in the turmoil of his office. 

One must hope that there will at long last be some movement in that direction, as 

thoughtful people have repeatedly urged. But it would be unrealistic to suppose 

that anything of this sort could mature in the near future. In the meantime, we 

will remain dependent on the lonely individual thinker who has come to possess, 

by one means or another, the delicate but not wholly trivial power of the pen. To 

this category of persons Norman Cousins eminently , belongs, as he has belonged 

for so many years; and it is this ineffable power, frail and yet not always so frail, 

that his book possesses. 

When Mr. Cousins invited me to introduce this book, he observed that I might 

not be in agreement with all of it. This is true; but the areas of disagreement are 

secondary, the areas of agreement - decisive. It reflects the wisdom of an honest 

and courageous spirit, accumulated over many years of involvement with public 

affairs as editor, educator, and commentator. Were there to be a body of senior 

statesmen such as the one I have suggested, Mr. Cousins would be a charter 

member of it. For this, and for the depth of the concern that he shares with so 

many other thoughtful people, his book deserves the attention of the serious 

reader.” 

 


